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Appeal For Cloth
Watch School Kiddies Go
By and You’ll See Why,
Says Overseer Walker
Rockland. Oct. 6.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
So far this season I have not in
vaded your hospitable columns with
appeals for the needy. However, on
account of hurricane damage, ma
terial for mackinaws and coats has
not come through. We should have
had girls' coats and boys' mackinaws
ready for school wear. Watch the
boys and girls going by some day
and you will observe the need. A
good woman whose address is 194
North Main street called me up to
day and gave me two bags full ot
outgrown clothes and shoes. Will
you "gentle reader'' do likewise?
I fear pneumonia will take its toll
before our cloth arrives. Thank you
all, as I have often done before.
Louis A. Walker

During the past weeks Badmin already. No charge for instruction,
ton. which has swept the country this being for members oply.
with its popularity, has taken a
Adept at Badminton are Miss Al
terrific hold at Community Build berta Knight, Ethel Rackliff, Mrs.
ing. Two courts have been drawn H. J. Weisman. Miss Virginia Snow,
out and .painted, and are being Mrs. Fay Winslow, Miss Ruth An
used constantly. Similar to tennis, derson, and Charlie McIntosh, Ev
this game is more Interesting to erett Frohock, Dick Perry, Bill At
watch, and faster to play. It is a well, Bar Lord, Robert Allen, Kackgrand game for an older person to liff and Wimpy Ohatto.
• • • •
play, due to the fact that it does
Ping Fong is going strong, with
not have any physical strain.
• • • •
four new tables set up, and they are
Along with pool, bowling and vol serving their usefulness.
Ken
ley ball, the members find them Wooster, John Duff. Fred Black
selves with plenty to do during the man are the champs among the
winter season. For those who do junior members, and Bar Lord holds
not care for excessive exercise, but the edge on all senior members so
prefer light exercise such as toss far. A tournament will be held in
ing a medicine ball, may have this a dew weeks.
• • • •
pleasure by letting Director Flana
gan know.
Wednesday nights are reserved as
• • • •
ladies' night, and with more women
The membership roll is getting bowlers joining the ranks, some new
larger all the time. Buy yours now, records are expected.
and help yourself, help the building.
Beginning today, the bowling alLater, If possible, a golf net will' ,eys wil,
open durlng the day and
be installed, for those Interested In ’ untij
p m
that sport. Instructions in the
game will be given under the
watchful eye of Director Flanagan.
It's a game for everybody, easy to
play, and lots of fun Several busi- i gQth Qf the Main Towers
ness men have voiced their approval
_
,
.

Deer Isle Bridge

Completed—No Damage

Ruth’s Lobster Bowl

PENOBSCOT VIEW

GRANGE FAIR
GLEN COVE, ME.

FRIDAY, OCT. 14
Afternoon and Evening
SUFFER 35 CENTS
5.30 to 7.00 P. -M.

Entertainment

Beano
121-123

JIMMIE and DICK
STARS OF WEEI

Community Building
TUESDAY, OCT. 25
x Kansas City KittyRay Garandin
and Amateurs
Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post
Amateurs report to Milton French
121-122&124-125&127

DANCE

Pleasant Valley Grange
MIDDLE ST., ROCKLAND

WED., OCT. 12
Featuring
“THE BIG APPLE DANCE”
with Music by
OTIS DEAN
Men 30c
Women 20c
121*122

LAKEHURST

---------- DANCE-----------

Children Will Play
The Youthful Musicians of
Thomaston Will Appear
At Teachers’ Convention

From Storm

With the completion of the towers
Open 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
on both the main piers of the Deer
Until October 12
Isle-Sedgwick bridge the crew of
TEL. 8035
TENANT'S HARBOR. ME.
the Phoenix Co. is now moving thc
121-lt
main cables to the Sedgwick shore
preparatory to stretching them over
the towers to the other shore
There are 38 reels, each holding
2400 feet of cable.
Temporary cables will have to be
stretched first and on these will be
suspended three cages from which
the men will work—one at each side
span and one in the center. There
will be about two weeks of prelimin
You can be certain of receiving
ary work before the main cables will
be started.
dependable insurance thought
The riveting is finished on the
fully planned and fairly priced
Sedgwick tower and will be done
by calling this agency. No obli
on tlie Deer Isle tower in a day or
two.
gation.
A great deal of apparatus has
been and is being erected for the
big job of pulling the cables, and
the work of transferring across the
E. C. MORAN CO., Inc.
Reach is slow because of the tides,
425 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
only an hour or so can be used on
TEL. 98
each high tide. Everything for the
superstructure is on the Job except
the steel for the suspension span
and the roadway deck.
When the temporary cable ls
DANCE TONIGHT
stretched it will be necessary to
close the Reach to traffic for sev
eral hours. No damage resulted
DAMARISCOTTA
from the last storm. The Phoenix
Every Saturday
Co. has 45 men on the payroll.
LLOYD RAFNELL and his
—Deer Isle Messenger
ORCHESTRA
Large Enjoyable Fireplace
No Parking Worry
121*lt

I

This is ex-Mayor Leforest A.
Thurston-who will be chairman of
the executive board of Community
Building the ensuring year. Dur
ing his terms as mayor he saw the
building grow from a dream to a
splendid community serving reality
and has been a tireless worker in
Its behalf since the very beginning.
Associated with him on the oper
ating boards will be Thomas H.
Chisholm. Charles C. Wotton. James
Connellan. Parker E. Worrey, Lau
rence Miller, Joseph Emery and
John M. Richardson. It is note
worthy that in the secret ballot
conducted for choice of chairman
Mr. Thurston received all votes ex
cept his own.

From The Reaches

COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
Prompt, Dependable Service

JAMIESON’S GARAGE
TEL. CAMDEN 2070
MECHANIC STREET,
CAMDEN, ME.
121&123Th-tf

Security Trust Company
‘ Fourth Liquidating Dividend, 5%
To Savings Depositors and Christmas Club Only

Payable

Wednesday, October 12, 1938
Through Knox County Trust Company, at its Offices at
Rockland, Camden. Vinal Haven, Union and Warren
Deposit Books must be presented at Banking Offices
Apply at Office at which account in Security Trust Co.
was carried
ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
121-122

Students Of Old

Comes Word of the Hur
ricane Down In North
Adams, Mass.

Echoes of Rockland Com
mercial College Where
Many Learned Business

Storm stories continue to come
to hand. Under date of Oct. 4 Mrs
Florence Keach of North Adams,
Mass., (formerly of this city) writes
thus to Mrs. Edwin H. Crie:
“I am glad to say that the dam
age here on our own land was very
little. For some unknown reason
the wind tore above our heads and
hit the higher levels with a terrific
force. I do not believe it could
have been over 50 feet higher up in
the air as at about that height trees
and buildings were destroyed.”
‘‘Last Sunday all the men In town
had a 'bee' and replaced a bam roof
which had been torn off.
“The town as a whole was badly
damaged by the rain which caused
so many washouts. Some of the
roads will not be reopened this year.
The Mohawk trail Is badly washed
and where Black Brook empties into
the Cold River the road is all gone.
But we expect that to be fixed up
by winter and think the trail over
the mountains here will open up
by then also. Now we are detouring
in all directions.
“In the height of the storm the
Summit House at Whitcomb Hill
was demolished and burned and
another barn was burned. They
called the Summit House the largest
gift shop in the New England States,
and the loss is great.
“I must tell you how much Mr.
Keach and I enjoy The CourierGazette. It ts almost like being
there. But so many changes in dif
ferent things, church, stores, deaths
and marriages, children who were in
my Sunday school classes married
with children now. I cannot realize
it is so. When you are living there
you almost think nothing ever hap
pens. but in ten years all is changed.”

The following students were regis
tered at Rockland Commercial Col- ,
lege in 1882 and 1883:

FEEDING THE NEEDY

Harvest Festival

OCEAN VIEW

Ballroom

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

College Football

“The Black Cat”

1884
Tyler Whitehouse; A. M. Pitcher;
Charles A. Robinson; Stella Green
law; Mina Greenlaw; Katie Hanly;
Peter D. Lynn; Lizzie Reiley; F P
•
fi
By The Roving Reporter
Knowlton; Chester Savage, F. W
Smiley, Albion; I. E. Herrick, Rangeley; A. F. Cleveland, Camden; J. H
Our foliage seems to have better
Hodgman, Camden; Albert Winslow; judgment than tlie summer visitors.
Llewellyn Ames; R E. Wyman. It is staying much longer han usual
North Islesboro; R. W. Redman. this season.
North , Islesboro; Maggie Ley on;
William Blunt; Willis R. Sullivan;
Radio fans who operate on Main
E. C. Tupper; George A. Holmes; street or nearby have been finding
C. C. Cross.
much fault with interference the
Joseph T. Murphy; Frank A. past week. Isn't there some expert
Jones, Belfast; C. E. Coughlin; to tell us what the trouble is? And
Jerry Harrington; John R. Coch isn't there some way of getting rid
rane; Lena Wilson; Mamie E. Drake: of that short wave nuisance who
T. H. Sullivan; Nina Thompson. J. breaks in upon legitimate reception
S. W. Burpee; M. H. Sullivan; O. B with a long talk upon inconsequen
Johnson; Elmer Simmons; George tial matters?
Clough; Charles Foster; S. W. Law
Dr. F. H. Divine, who is conduct
Community Sweet Shop closes
ry; Thomas Emperor; Thomas Sul
ing a stewardship campaign at the livan; Frank Singhi; M. H. Cilley. tomorrow night, but Beach Inn at
First Baptist Church this week, will Lincolnville; H. S. McFarland, Sal Lincolnville Beach will remain open
speak at 1030 on the subject: ‘‘The isbury Cove; William Brown; Arthur until the last day of the month.
The closing of the wayside resorts
Church and the Community." The S. Ulmer; Maud E Hovey; Frank S. again brings up the eternal question.
double quartet will sing. Church Weeks; Kate A. Dona van.
Where has the summer gone?
Maggie Minehan; Ensign Coombs;
school with classes for all ages will
"KjSF." informs me that a num
meet at noon. The Endeavorer's In Frank O. Haskell; E. W. Crie, Ma
spiration Hour will open at 6 o'clock tinicus; N. K. Whitcher; Addie ber of the Garden Club members
with Lillian Bates as leader The Perry; Philip T. Ulmer, Jr., Clark have this year been growing gourds
closing service of the campaign con Island; Frank Andrews; Grace D. for winter pleasure in home deco
ducted by Dr. Divine, will be held Andrews; Kittie E. Lawry; Mattle rating purposes and may not know
at 7.15. His subject will be: "What D. Hills; Mattie Andrews; Nellie L. Just the best methods for their
We Would Do if Jesus Should Come Clark; Allison Maddocks, Owl's preservation. They should be gath
To Rockland Tonight!” This will Head; Eva N. Ferrand; F. A. Pack ered before frost nips the vines
be the culminating service in a se ard; Margaret Pierce; May C. Fog- (frost is very injurious to the
ries of great services held In the ler; Adela H. Wood; C. S. Elwell, gourds). Put them in a cool, airy
church this week. Come and enjoy Northport; Susie H. Drake. Union; place to dry. puncturing each end
Lillie S. Magee, Owl's Head; Her with a large pin or needle or any
it with us.
man Arey, Northt Haven; Walter pointed tool. When they are dry
Spear.
they should be covered with shellac,
William W. Spear; John K Mon some like orange shellac for this
aghan. Clark Island; O L. Beverage. purpose—some think wax Is best.
George Sleeper the New North Haven; R. M. Davis. St. "iMy experience" says KSF. "Is
George; G. R. Rawley, Martinsville: that shellac keeps them better.
President — Play Is Due
C. A. Bunker, South Gouldsboro; They may also be painted if wished
Next Month
B. E. Tracy, South Gouldsboro: and are very gay in color.
Anna Taylor, Herman; Henry C
The second anniversary of Com
Isn't there some way of trans
Thompson. Thomaston; Clara M
munity Theatre Guild was celebrat
forming
the scheme of the universe
Borstel; Oelene L. Clark; Gus H
ed Thursday night at the Congrega
Jackson; Willie H. Clark; James F so that we can have some of thes?
tional vestry with a get-together and
beautiful fall skies In summer,
Carver; Herbert Kennedy; Lizzie
election of officers. The first year
when the vacationists are here, and
A. Walsh; Willie W. Smith; Ralph
of the organization was marked with
the fog mulls In Winter, when there
Hall; Miss C. S. Scribner. Salt Lake
genuine dramatic success and it is
Isn't much doing out of doors?
City, Utah; E. K. Herrick. Bluehill.
hoped the coming year to achieve
Alice Wight; Flora H. Hurley;
Auditions for the voice scholar
even higher standards
James Donahue; H. L. Smith; Albert ship offered by the Boston Conser
B. Shuman; Willie Pratt; Prank B vatory of Music are in progress and
Nichols, Round Pond; Mamie A later there will be piano and violin
Benner; George McFarland. Thom auditions. Wellington Smith, so
aston; W. C. Lenfest, Thomaston; well known to Knox County music
Ralph L. Smith; William Kalloch: lovers, is a member of the faculty.
Charles W. Erskine; Harry R. JackThe Courier-Gazette publishes
son; Almond Heald; Frank M
Packard; Edwin H. Crie; Edgar N with much willingness the com
Smith; Annie E. Chesley, Milford; munication of Nellie M Ervine of
S. B. Spear; Nellie Dow; Clara Tenant's Harbor who pleads with
George Sleeper is the new presi Chapman; Edward Davies; John H. motorists to moderate their speed in
dent; Mrs. Evelyn Haines is vice
order that there may not be con
president; Mrs. Lucien Dean, sec
(Oontinuea on Page Elghtl
stant slaying of cats and dogs
retary; Lloyd Daniels, treasurer; and
which have strayed into the high
Misses Katharine Rice and Ethel
Drunken driving was the text of way. The average motorist is very
Hayes, hostesses to visiting guilds. yesterday's session in Municipal careful not to run over a fowl, pos
Supervisor of productions will be
sibly for fear of having to pay dam
Court. Arnold Sturks of Port Clyde
retiring president Almon B Cooper.
ages. but many drivers seem to have
Jr.; Winfield Chatto; stage manager and Charles Ervine of Martinsville little compunction about running
and properties manager. Mrs. Ray pleaded guilty. Sturks was sen over cats and dogs which have be
mond Perry.
tenced to 30 days in jail and Ervine come part and parcel of the house
Joseph Emery and Mrs. Josephine to 90, the latter having been previ hold. We join cheerfully in Mrs.
Perry will be members of the make ously convicted on a similar charge. Ervine’s plea.
up committee; wardrobe mistress. The continued case against F. A.
Dr F. F. Brown added interest to
Mrs. Clarence Staples; supervisor Glaentzel of Camden resulted in a
of one-act plays, Mrs. Seymour verdict of guilty with a fine of $100 The Black Cat department yesterday by bringing to this office the
Cameron; publicity committee. A. and costs. He appealed.
carcass of a flying squirrel. It was
B Cooper, Jr., and Mrs. Lettie
Cress.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM 10 inches in length, had a spread of
6'6 inches, and a head which some
The theatre guild will start work
It I had my life to live again I would what resembles that of a mouse.
immediately on its first 1938-39 play
made a rule to read some poetry The squirrel was presented to Dr.
which will be produced on Com have
and listen to some music at least
once
a week The loss of these tastes Brown, who was especially inter
munity Building stage some time
ls a loss of happiness —Charles Darwin
ested as he had never seen one.
the coming month. The name of
They used to be a source of great
REUOL'IN LOVE SONG
the play will be announced in the
fascination to me on the Bowdoin
Immediate future. It is to be pro Prom the Desert I come to thee.
On a staUlon shod with fire;
College campus where I saw them
duced on tlie guild’s own sponsor And the winds are left behind
In the speed of my desire
leap from the top of one of those
ship.
Under thy window I stand
magnificent elms to another. The
And the mldrtlght hears my cry:
I love thee. T love but thee!
man on the flying trapeze could
With a love that shall not die
Till the sun grow* cold.
never emulate either the ease or the
And the stars are old.
grace with which it was done.
And the leaves of the Judgment

''flw ■

rr

Theatre Guild

Uncle Sam Furnished Surplus Prod
ucts To 2 500, 000 Families Last
The Thomaston Toy Orchestra
Year
unled direction of Mrs. Ruth Brack
ett will perform at the afternoon
The government supplied food di
session of the Teachers' County
rectly
to more than 2.500.000 Ameri
Convention next Tuesday at 130.
The instrumentation includes drums, can families during the fiscal year
cymbals, tambourines, jingle and ended June 30.
rhythm sticks, bird calls, castanets,
The Federal Surplus Commodities
triangles, bells, wood block, har
Corporation disclosed in its annual
monica. and xylophone. The selec
tions rendered, arranged by J. report that it had purchased more
than 1.800,000,000 pounds of surplus
Lilian Vandevere will be:
Canoe Song ..................... Pestalozza farm products during the year for
Three Folk Tunes
Miscellaneous distribution to relief families. The
La Czarina
............ Louis Gaume
cost to the government was placed
The outstanding work of Mrs.
Brackett over a period of years in at $48,400,000, including $1,018,000
this field has been the source of for administration expenses The
much appreciation and pride among retail value of the food was esti
the students and parents. Mrs. mated at $62,210 000.
“The programs of the corpora
Brackett is assisted by Mrs. Arthur
Elliot, acting as transportation tions have sought to encourage do
mestic consumption by salvaging
chairman.
The children performing are: Jean surplus farm commodities which
Gillchrest. James Gillchrest. Payson might otherwise have gone to waste
George. Marjorie Cushing, Audrey and by making such surpluses avail
Simmons. Grace Paulsen, Phyllis able for the use of two and one-half
Hall. Edwin Leach. Jeai) Elliot, million families." the report said.
Purchases listed for last year in
Lillian ONeil, Betty Sheffield. Wil
mer Sheffield. Beverly Grant. Nancy cluded 635.300,000 pounds of fruits
Libby. Jean Cushing. Betty L. Seek- and nuts; 646.400.000 pounds of
ins, Lorraine Butler. Helen Lynch. cereals, rice and flour; 442.300.000
Robert Beattie, Lloyd Miller, Paul pounds of vegetables; 66.900.000
pounds of dairy products; 12.100.000
Simpson and Russell Miller.
pounds of eggs; 9.800,000 pounds of
cottonseed oil shortening; 3,700.000
pounds of fish, and 2.600.000 pounds
of cane syrup.
The Salvation Army at 477 Main
Distribution to States and the
street is observing the annual Har average number of families eligible
262 MAIN STREET
vest Festival during the coming to receive the food monthly includ
ROCKLAND
weekend. It has long been a cus ed:
W. A. MAIN, Prop.
tom in the Army to set aside one
Maine. 7.503.000 and 23.200; Mas
weekend of the autumn in which to sachusetts, 86 386,000 and 153.200
Baked Beans Today
121‘lt commemorate the harvest season. New Hampshire, 5,515.000 and 13,The meeting hall ls to be brightly 747; Rhode Island. 2.480,000 and
decorated in the true spirit of au 9.679; Vermont, 1,424,000 and 7.320.
tumn. and a large array of food and
produce will be on display. Special
programs have been arranged for
each of the services in keeping with
the occasion.
Monday night is to witness a spe
Bowdoin College
cial sale of food of many varieties.
Com’r Stobie Yields To the
TONITE
Oct. 15—Williams.
There is a large display of produce,
Hunters Who Would
Oct. 22—At Colby.
gathered in from the fields and
with
Oct. 29—At Bates
Slaughter Pheasants
gardens of many of the farmers of
ERNIE
Nov. 5—University of Maine.
the nearby countryside. There will
Nov. 12—Tufts.
GEORGE
For the first time in the history
be pastry prepared by the Women's
and his
of Maine, hunters this fall will be
University of Maine
Home League, and a large number
MUSIC
afforded an opportunity to shoot
Oct. 8—At New Hampshire.
of Jars of jelly, preserves and canned
pheasants for five days in various
Oct. 15—Connecticut State.
121-lt' goods. The affair is in the interests
Oct. 22—Bates.
sections of the State.
of the Army's Missionary work.
Oct. 29—Colbv
Fish and Game Commissioner
The schedule of meetings is as
Nov. 6—At Bowdoin.
George
J. Stobie has declared an
follows: Saturday. 8, Christian's
open season on the birds from Nov.
Bates College
praise service. Sunday, 10, Sunday
10 to 15 "from one-half hour before
Oct. 8—At Northeastern.
school; 11, holiness meeting; 6.30,
Oct. 15—Arnold.
sunrise until sunset each day."
WATER PIPES RENEWED
Young People's Legion; 3, evangelis
Oct. 22—At University of Maine.
He set the bag limit at not more
AND WIRED OUT
tic service.
Oct. 29—Bowdoin.
NEW SEWERS LAID
than two pheasants a person each
Nov. 5—Open.
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
day and not more than four birds to
Nov. 11—Colby.
PLUGGED
JOB PRINTING
each person during the open season.
SEPTIC TANKS Si CESSPOOLS
Colby College
Neatly and promptly done. Low
Among the sections to which the
AND CEMENT WORK
Oct. 8—At Vermont.
prices. Send me a card and I will
open season applies, are: Lincoln
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
Oct. 15—New Hampshire.
call. Mail orders filled; write for
County, except the towns of Boothsamples.
Oct. 22—Bowdoin.
bay. Boothbay Harbor and SouthOct. 29—At Maine.
A. W. DECROW
port; Knox County, except that
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND. ME.
Nov.
5
—
Middlebury.
121‘lt | 125 Talbot Avenue, Rockland, Me.
part
east of No. 1 highway from the
Nov.
II
—
At
Bates
119*130

MAIN’S BAKERY

SALES AND SERVICE

Volume 93.................... Number 121.

THREE CENTS A COPT

Dr. Divine Speaks

Saturday
Issue

Short Open Season

Book unfold.

Look from thy window, and see
My passion and my pain!
I lie on ithe sands below.
And I faint In thy disdain
Let the night-winds touch thy brow
With the heart of my burning sigh,
And melt thee to hear the vow
Of a love that shall not die
Till ithe sun grows cold.
And the stars are old.
And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold
My steps are nightly driven.
By the fever in my breast.
To hear from thy lattice breathed
The word that shall give me rest.
Open the door of thy heart.
And open thy chamber door
And my kisses shall teach thy Ups
The love that shall fade no more
Till the sun grows cold.
And the stars are old.
And the leaves of the Judgment
Book unfold.
—Bayard Taylor

bridge at Rockport to the jpnetion
of Bayview street and No. 1 High
way in Camden and the residential
section of West Rockport and
Waldo County, except the town of
Stockton Springs.

Camden has a stout champion in
R W Jameson, its well known garageman, who has not only trav
eled from coast to coast but in Eu
rope without finding a town which
suits him better than the one that
rests at the base of Mt. Battie and
Mt. Meguntlcook. Bob tells me tht
he can count 18 bodies of water
from the summit of Ragged Mt.,
and on clear days see Mt. Wash
ington.

One year ago: The Algine Cor
poration of New York was negoti
ating for the property on Crockett's
Point owned by the lime company
with a view to starting an experi
mental plant—The new fishway at
Warren was approaching comple
tion—Clyde Vining died at Cres
cent Beach.—John Meehan & Son
were making numerous paving ship
ments at Clark Island,

z
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is good reading and good studying,
and should be a "must" book for
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
libraries, schools, and for visitors
to Washington, adult aa well as ju
He that covereth his sins shall not
venile.
prosper: but whoso confesseth and
• • • •
forsaketh them shall have mercy.
Dr. Russell Potter, director of
Prov. 28: 13.
the Columbia University Institute
>
of Arts and Sciences, says that
American audiences as a rule do not
like women on the lecture platform.
Of course there are exceptions— [
List of Housekeepers Who
such as Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
Will Prepare the Season’s In the little village of Medan, Dorothy Thompson, Ruth Bryan
By L. L. STEVENSON
t
u
.Owen. Vicki Baum. Vera Brittain,
Suppers
west of Paris, a museum has been >
Margaret Ayer
When William Fellow Morgan Jr.,
Housekeepers for the Baptist Men's opened this past month devoted j games. Romola Nijinsky. Susan commissioner of markets, anLeague suppers the coming season to the memory of Emile Zola, the' Ertz. Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Mrs.. nounced that he would issue no
famous leader of the Naturalist Martin Johnson—and others. But, more licenses to peddlers of hot
have been announced. The list fol
.ement and defender of Alfred -according to Dr. Potter-the 'corn,and
move
lows:
trouble with women lecturers is strucK a blow at tradition his de,
cision means that venders, who
occupying ,largely
Oct. 20—Mrs. Carl Williamson. Dreyfus. The
in their costumes and the h>ve been a part of the sidewaIk
chairman; Mrs. W. H Frohock, Mrs ! a room of a house in which Zola high pitch of their voices. He says j jjfe of jjew York even in years beBertha Greenlaw. Mrs. Gertrude j ™ several cf his best- known the "frou-frou of a silk gown is a j fore Fourteenth street was away up
Studley. Mrs. Eda Post. Mrs. Har- *°rk»' contains three *Parat« «* distraction in the ears of any town, will be seen no more next
,
hibits: one showcase filled with ar chronic lecture-goer, and a gown year. Thus will be stilled the cry
riet Staples Mrs. Alice Kittredge
tides associated with Zola's private with a train is the despair of every of “A-ah-t conn” and "Bay-kid
Nov. 17—Mrs. Eva Greene, chair life; a second given over to the his- ' platform chairman " Also—“There switts” to which the ears of New
Yorkers have become so accus
man; Mrs. Otto Diesler. Mrs. Alice tory of the Naturalist movement; i is the fact that a woman's speaking
tomed. Vanished also will be the
Kaler, Mrs. Winnie Kellar, Mrs. (the third displaying souvenirs of, voice is not as pleasing as that of j men with the tinpails over charcoal
Frances Hall, Mrs. Edith Gregory.! the £>reyfUS case which was the a man—in the lecture hall, at least.. braziers and the sheetiron grids
Mrs. Joseph Robinson. Mrs. Elmer great passion of Zola’s later years. Its high pitch, its lack of tonality, heated by charcoal fires. But Com
Crockett.
its tendency to break and scratch missioner Morgan is more interest
ed in public health than in tradition.
Dec. 15—Mrs. Charles H. Whit
Macmillan announces that it has at an emotional climax ln discus Hence his stand that in the future
more, chairman;; Mrs. Ansel Saun
sion.
the only food peddlers will be li
ders, Mrs. Catherine Collins. Mrs. taken over the publications of the
censed to sell will be protected by
Ada Prescott. Mrs. Gladys Mills. Whitney Museum of American Art.
Rose Wilder Lane, whose novel wrappers or glass cases.
Mrs. Ross McKinney. Mrs. Amelia 1 The Museum has for several years “Free Land" has been a best-seller
Hot com venders begin their work
Johnson.
been publishing outstanding books for some time, was born in the Daas early in the summer
as roasting
Jan. 19—Mrs. Evie Wooster, chair in the field of American art. with , auia
iciumhv
,
m
a
viauii
gjicuuy
.
i
.
. . 7
kota territory, in a claim shanty.
.
.
.
,
.
ears
are
available
at
prices
which
man; Mrs. Alice Karl, Mrs. Edm the purpose of disseminating an Conditions had changed when Mrs wlU aUow them tQ make a profit
Qn
Leach, Mrs Bert Blaisdell. Mrs. appreciation and understanding of; Lane was bom. there was no more the customer’s nickel. Fished from
Howard Hall, Mrs. Bert Gregory, the art of this country, and of.land. Of course, there never the tin pail, the roasting ear is
Mrs. Frank Maxey, Mrs. Clara creating a body of sound andac-J had been free land. In the Dakotas J drowned in melted butter, or the
curate knowledge
regardingit.: men said that the
government put ! customer is given a dab of butter
Gregory. Mrs. F. A. Kimball.
Feb. 16—Mrs Mabel Pinkerton, These publications include a series up a quarter-section against $15.
apply to the corn himself. What
indlvidual volumes. biOgraphical and five years' hard work, on a bet J** '“en? toX
chairman; Mrs. Edna French
French. MB.L,
Mrs
Mildred Havener. Mrs Hope Brew- Rnd criUcal on outstanding artists that a man couldn't make a living vender often I've suspected him
ster, Mrs. Cora Richards. Mrs. E.
contemporary America, written on the land. Her father won the of having an interest in a dry cleanH. Crie. Mrs. Evelyn McKusic by ]eadjng authorities. They also bet. It took seven successive com- ing establishment or having relaMrs. Fred Carter. Mrs. Lillian ,
comprehensive and de-' plete crop failures, with work 1 tives in that line. A roasting ear
Joyce, Miss Edwina Jipson.
' flnjtiVe works on American art of weather, and sickness that wrecked dripping melted butter is bound to
March 16-Mrs Hlttie Bickmore.' the past A]1 are flne €Xampies of his health and interest at 36% on 1*“™.aI°UV“J? S’o^and^of’w^

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other Day

At The High School
(By The Pupils)

J. Asbury Pitman for many years
principal of Salem Normal School,
whose former home was Appleton,
will be speaker at Senior High as
sembly, Oct. 18. He will speak on
experiences and observations in
Czechoslovakia, Oermany, Austria.
Italy and France where he has
spent several months.
• • • •
The Sophomore Oral English
classes of Mr. Smith have com
menced a series of panel discus
sions concerned with current school
problems. Committees which func
tioned admirably in the leadership
of class discussion were: Div. 1.
Ch. Ellis Hastings. Alaric Pearson,
Pauline Carroll and Joseph Pietroskl; Div. '3. Ch Elmer Havener.
Irving McConehie. Maynard Green,
and Doris Gatti; and Div. 4. Ch.
Clarence Butler. Christy Adams.
Ruth Witham. Douglas Small, and
members of the Junior Business
Geraldine Norton.
Training classes have brought in
• • • •
;
A victrola has been loaned the some interesting heirlooms. They
typewriting classes by Annabelle include a musket used in War of
Staples, sophomore. Twelve rhythm 1812, Raymond Young; mechanical
records are used to induce rhythm bank. Medaline Munro; two dolls.
and continuity in typing. The Ruth Wotton; watch 250 years old.
music furnishes the inspiration and pin. and coins. William Bums; Ger
stimulation, and the beats mark the man helmet. Eugene Stickney; doll
over 100 years old, Jane Packard;
speed.
old musket, Bertram Snow; bock
• • • •
An interesting faculty meeting autographed by Oliver Wendell
was held Monday afternoon, with Holmes, a Norwegian key. and old
Principal Blaisdell in charge, and tintype. Virginia Bowley.
• • • •
excerpts from several books and
articles by well known educators
The first issue of The Highlite
were read which could be incorpora came out Friday, with Henry Bubier
ted in this year's work. Questions as art editor. The school paper is
to be discussed at subsequent meet free for those who have activity
ings were considered.
tickets.
• • «
c j • •
Office
boys
this
week
were
I*erley
Fourteen
senior
girls have been
chairman; Mrs. Maud Tibbetts bwikmaking. and their many illus- money borrowed to buy food, to dis-' Yorkers, particularly Coney Island
Mrs. Freeman Brown. Mrs. William trations add to their interest and lodge them from that land. During visitors and residents of the lower Bartlett, Raymond Scott. Bertram chosen as student librarians dur
Braun. Mrs. Arthur Blackman, Mrs i value.
the panic of 1893 the family joined East Side, look on street sold roast- Snow. Everett Small. Ernest Dondis. ing the year: Maxine Perry. Kath
John Munsey. Leroy Stickney, and erine Rice. Inez Bowley, Ione Lou
Fannie Pinkham. Mrs. Lola Willis. I
the long wagon trains moving ing ears as a delicacy,
Richard Sukeforth.
south
and
traveled
for
three
I
•
•
•
Mrs Nellie Magune. Miss Florence
raine. Charlotte Staples. Erleen
In the series are noted:
• • • •
What
baked
sweet
potato
sellers
Hastings. Mrs. Parker Merriam.
Cates. Edith Gray. Priscilla 8taples.
A History of American Graphic I months, crossed the Missouri River
No school Tuesday due to the an Katherine Jordan. Harriet Wooster,
do during the summer, I don't know.
April 20—Mrs. Herman Hart, „
.»»i■>»
and settled in the Ozark Hills.
But they don't make their appearHumor: 186o-1938. by William Mur---------------------------------------„— nual Knox County Teachers’ Con
Dorothy Howard. Eleanor Carter.
chairman; Mrs. A. P Blaisdell. Mrs. roll tn hp nnhlished Or, 18 This
S’"" th8t
WHd<“r
ance
faUCome OUt
an w-th the roasted chestnut venders vention held at this building.
Maude Johnson, and Muriel Baum
Mabel Wiley. Mrs. Charles Morey, reil. to be published Oct. 18. Thu has done many
• • • •
• • • •
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom. Mrs. Nellie is the first and so far the only book office clerk, telegrapher, newspaper who trundle their carts to comers
That pupils in this school are
McKay. Mrs. Lelia Benner Mrs. J. in its field—a history of all phases i eporter, feature writer, advertising and wait for customers, sometimes musically minded is shown by the
Officers for the Girls' Giee Club
H. Lymburner, Miss Alice Erskine, of humorous art in America from writer, and farmland salesman. She consuming part of their stock while fact that 324 members of Senior have been elected: President. Nor
1865 to the present, time. Like its has traveled all over the United waiting' The che5tnut vendera are
Miss Ernestine Getchell.
ma Havener; vice president. Laura
universal. But the baked sweet High are taking chorus music this
May 18—Mrs. Charles Whitmore, companion volume. “A History of j States, most of Europe and Asia.
Pomeroy; secretary and treasurerr,
merchants do most of their business year.
chairman; Mrs. Eva Greene. Mrs. American Graphic Humor: 1747-j She is a woman of simple tastes. on the lower East Side. In fact.
• • • •
Nathalie Edwards; librarians., Alice
Ray Sherman. Mrs. Harold Glldden, 1865.' it covers every medium— i She likes buttered popcorn, salted I have yet to see one—or a hot corn
Sight and hearing tests are being Bohn, Mary Lamb; pianists, Jerry
Mrs. Frank Ulmer. Mrs. Rodney newspaper cartoons, and comic peanuts and bread and milk. She, vender either—in midtown.
given to all students by their home Norton. Ruth Seabury.
• • • •
Thompson. Mrs Margaret Fifleld. strips, humorous magazines and likes Arabic architecture and the
room teachers.
• • • •
Mrs. Jessie Carroll. Mrs Margaret book illustrations. Individual prints. Moslem way of life, Mad about | A long court fight followed an
The nominating committee to'
The "Curtis Vocational Plan' choose the Head for the Girls' Atii- ;
Adams Mrs. Lorna Pendleton, Mrs. and even animated cartoons Mr Kansas skies. Cedar Rapids by other order issued by Commissioner
. Morgan, the one putting to death
Elmer E. Kaler. Mrs Laura Hen Murrell, who has done a staggering night, Iowa City any time, and all paddy’s Market, that line of push- was unfolded at Senior High and letic Association met after school
derson. Miss Eleanor Griffith.
piece of research, has assembled his American boys about 15 years old carts along Ninth avenue from Junior High assemblies this week' Wednesday. The Head is to be 1
material in chronological order.
'playing basketball.
Forty-second to Thirty-sixth street by George Sprague of Owl's Head. | composed of four seniors and two
which had been in existence more representative of the Curtis I»ub- juniors whose duty is to plan the
than half a century. The pushcart llshing Company. , After a peppy athletic program for the coming
Also. Thomas Eakins: His Life
men carried their battle clear to the talk on salesmanship, the benefits year and to manage the Girls' Ath
and Work, by Lloyd Goodrich
Court of Appeals at Albany before of the plan were disclosed. The
letic Association. Those elected
Rockland Members Hear Thomas Eakins is now recognized j
they gave up. While the fight was
And You Will Save Heart going on and even after it had been school will receive 50% from the were: Seniors. Inez Bowley, Byrnice
Fine Talk By District as one of the greatest of American i
aches For the Owners of lost, the peddlers continued busi- subscriptions to Saturday Evening Havener. Katherine Delano, and
artists, and the most powerful reai- ■
Governor Verncn
I ness at their old stands, offering Post. Country Gentleman, and La Edith Gray; Juniors. Victoria Anas
1st of his time. Mr. Goodrich's
Loved Pets
bargains to housewives and being dies' Home Journal, and possibly tasio and Barbara Murray —Edith i
Rev. Percy L. Vernon, governor of book is the most complete record
content with pennies as profits.
a silver cup. There are 32 in Gray.
of an American artist that has ap- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the 193d district of Rotary Inter
• • • •
dividual prizes, home room prizes,
peared in recent years.
j eften wonder if the hitting and J When the death knell finally and a free trip to the World's Fair
national. officially visited the local
The Sophomore class was in
The American Artists Series-a ki]Ung of uttle cats and dogs by mo. sounded there was no mourning
or $300 to the student in New Eng charge of a social held last evening
club yesterday. Mr. Vernon is pas series of monographs on American
among the market men, though
tor of the United Baptist Church of artists of the present or the im- itorists which has been so prevalent some of them had been at that same land selling the mo6t subscriptions. in the gym, presenting a program,
Lewiston. In a fine speech, which mediate past—each volume devoted throughout the St. George district.! stand many years. In anticipation Ione Louraine is business manager “Guest Stars from Scrcenland",
of final defeat, they had quietly and the home rocm chairmen are with Richard Rising as master of'
held his listeners to the end, he lo the work of one outstanding ar- ; is really necessary?
leased a vacant lot on Thirty-ninth Maude Johnson, Joseph Dondis.' ceremonies: Harmonica Solo. Euddy
asked the question. What is Rotary? tist. and contains a critical essay
I somehow think that if these , street just off Ninth avenue. Having
Answering his own question, he by a leading art critic, a biography, same car drivers could only realize w*red 11 *or electricity and spaced Doris Gatti, Veronia Murphy, Wal Ebson 'Kenneth Posti; song and
ter Butler, Billy Bicknell. Evelyn: dance. Martha Raye and Eleanor,
compared Rotary to a four-lane a bibliography, and 21 full-page ill
| it off for stands, abdut 70 moved
Bartlett,
Perry Margeson. Victoira' Powell (Dorothy Stearns and Bar
that
which
simply
means
"just
a
there.
Now
they
are
safe
from
evic
.
highway of club service, community ustrations, including a portrait of
Anastasio, Marguerite Mahoney, j bara Murray); "Small Fry." Bing
service, vocational service and in the artist. The artists selected are dog or a cat" to many of them may tion—so long as the $300 a month
Edith Gray. E*erry Howard and Crosby and Charlie McCarthy'
ternational service.
Fellowship those whose work in the judgment be the dearly loved pet of soma j rent is Pa*dEloise Law.
*
(Kenneth Post and Elmer Hav
within the club, he said, is the cor of the Whitney Museum is of lasting household, and the heartache that1 _ ,
In the Junior High Beverly Hav ener) ; “Indian Love Call,” Jean- J
follows
their
lo«.
and
the
finding'
Citte
“
ner stone of Rotary. Right dealings merit. This is the most complete
J or those living in the city for a year
on the part of members in business series of monographs that has been of their little broken bodies lying in: receive pushcart licenses in the fu- ener is general manager, and home J nette MacDonald (Mary Anasta-i
and professional life in the com published on contemporary artists, the wake of the car. perhaps they ture, Commissioner Morgan also an- room chairmen are Arnold Allen, j slo); "Nola.” Johnnie Green (Ruth I
Leona Flanders. Russel! Kaler. Seabury); "Winter Wonder Land." i
munity are essential.
and in time should form the “Vasa might take just a little more care, nounced. Persons engaged in.other
Visiting Rotarians were Harold F ri's Lives" of American art. Among and perhaps moderate their speed businesses, those on home relief Nancy Parker, Eleanor Tracy, Rob- Boswell Sisters (Byrnice and Norma
i or working on WPA projects will be i ert Paul and Georgie Stevens.
Havener); "Love Light xin the
Ogden. Melrose. Mass., R W. ths artists in this series are: George just a little
• • • •
Starlight." Rosemary Lane (Elaine J
Many of our homes in this neigh- 1 denied licenses. And speaking of
Jamieson, C. K Hopkins. Dr. C. H. Bellows. Alexander Brook. Mary
| charity reminds me of a well-known
Maxine Perry has been secretay Ames i; "A Pocket Full of Dreams."
Jameson and E. Ham. Hall of Cam Cassatt. Charles Demuth. Guy Pen? berhood of Tenants Harbor have , comedian who maintains a private
to Principal Blaisdell this week.
Buddy Ebson and Joan Davis (Ken
den.
• • • •
du Bois, Robert Henri, Edward been bereft of dearly loved pets by charity. He has a charge account
Frank A Winslow was guest of W Kcpper. George Luks. Henry Lee this means. I myself, have lo-st at a small hotel where the down-andIn observance of National Letter neth Post and Byrnice Havener).
O. Fuller
McFee. Eugene Speicher.
Each two beautiful pet cats within six j outers he recommends are given Writing Week, the advanced type Accompanists, Gerry Norton and
dinner, bed and breakfast for which
months.
writing classes wrote letters this Ruth Seabury. • • • •
volume is priced at $1
I know they should not be in tho the comedian settles at the end week showing that their acquaint
A catalogue of the collection of
OWL’S HEAD
of the month.
Decorations were nautical and,
ances were not confined to a local in blue and gray, S“;ftshments
the Whitney Museum of American road, but it is Impossible to keep
© Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Pearson of Art may also be obtained for $3. In them from straying there once in
area. Letters were sent to Massa were served.
Brooklyn. N. Y., are occupying one
” book are 210 excellent juustra- awhile; but I think with a little 7 Inmates Get Diplomas
chusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
of the Watson cottages on Norcross , licns many of them fuU.page care many of these accidents could
In Prison High School Island, Connecticut, Washington, Committees were: Decorating,
Point. They have as guests Mr. ana plates constituting a thorough sur- be avoided.
IONIA, MICH.—Seven inmates of D. C., Michigan, New York. E’enn- chairman Bob Chisholm. Priscilla
Let's give the pets of our friends the Michigan reformatory proudly sylvania, California, and Nova Brazier. Nora Long. James MoulaiMrs. Ralph French of Millinocket yfy pf thg Amerlcan art of today,
and Mrs A D. Carpenter.
including painting, sculpture, water- and neighbors, yes, and those cf held honest-to-goodness high school Scotia.
son, Irving MoConchie, Donald
folks unknown to us. a break, and diplomas today.
• * • •
Mrs. Jane Dow is visiting at the
and graphic art
Borgerson.
Barbara
Robinson.
"Now
all
we
have
to
do
is
'gradu

avoid hitting them if we possibly
home of Mrs. Annie Farrell.
. • , •
The first meeting of the Student Grace Blethen. Virginia Bowley.
Have you seen "Your Washing-1 can. They are innocent and harm ate' from the reformatory," one of Council was held Monday, at which and Richard Brown; refreshments,
Mrs. Chester Philbrook and
them said.
time these officers were elected: j chairman. Mary Lamb. Lucille Conmother. Mrs Carrie Philbrook arc 1 tcn„ by Mary Field iparton? (Long- ■ less and have a right to their little
...
.
. ... . .
i I" an unusual high school cornin Boston for a few days.
mans. Green & Co.) This book teils ( Lves. and this is a plea in their be- ; menCement program, the seven President. Grant Davis; vice presi-. non and Naomi Rackliffe: enter
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. MacPhail are young people of the many fascinat- >half b-v one who loves aU of God's { youths, ranging in age from eight- dent, Richard Karl; secretary, tainment, chairman Ruth Seabury,
een to twenty-one years, received Edith Gray. A budget committee Ruth Witham. Geraldine Norton,
visiting in Nobleboro.
ing exhibits there are to see in the dumb creatures.
regular state department of public composed of Grant Davis, Richard j
Mrs Bernice Sleeper cf South capital city. It emphasizes what
Nellie M. Ervine
instruction diplomas for completing Karl, and Gerry Norton was also Elmer Havener, and Priscilla Bra
Thomaston is substituting at Tim ether guides do not—that its exTenants Tiarbor
zier; advertising. Priscilla Brazier,
their high school course in the re
ber hill school for Mrs. M. E. Scam ! hibits, museums, and collections
formatory’s academic school. The named. It was voted to have a and Barbara Robinson; clean-up.
mon, who Is seriously ill.
seven graduates are serving sen moving picture next week in- chairman Jack Wood. Alaric Pear
demonstrate those functions of
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Kaler and government that serve the people Wild Game Like Being on tences for automobile theft, larceny other week when there are no other son. Charles Weed. Elmer Small,
entertainments. A committee chosen and Arthur Brewer.
father. Fred Maddocks. have re continuously, irrespective of politi Relief, Come Back to Eat and petty crimes.
turned from a week's visit In Water- cal changes. The bock is a guide
PORTERVILLE. CALIF. — Even
to select a movie for next week in
Fence of 1830 Still in Use
town. Mass., with Mr .and Mrs. J to democracy at work in laboratory, American game birds are getting
cludes Edith Gray. Perry Howard,
MEXICO,
MO.
—
A
rail
fence,
built
PORT CLYDE
accustomed to going on the relief
and Christy Adams.—Edith Gray.
George Cole.
in
1830
by
William
and
Jerry
West
i library and bureau. It Is a guide
• • • «
Miss Elizabeth Scammon has re not only to the many high spots rolls, according to Superintendent R. on a farm near here, is still stand
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Seavey re
J. Land of Bartlett park.
About forty Junior and Senior
turned to University of Maine after I tor the sightseer, but also to little
ing. It is believed to be the oldest
Part of Land's job is feeding baby fence of its kind west of the Mis High faculty members and their turned Sunday from a visit in Still
being called home on account of her knQwn places o{ fascinating lnter. partridges, pheasants and quail
families enjoyed the hospitality of water. They were accompanied by
mothers illness
cst It teljs of m0V|es and tours which are sent him from the state sissippi.
Principal and Mrs. Blaisdell at their Mrs. Alvena Morton and son Law
The Farm Bureau meeting sched- that cgn be arranged fay appolnt. game farm until they are large
farm in Sidney last Sunday. A de rence.
uled for Oct. 25 has been changed
R sketch€s brief,y the enough to be turned loose, become
Mrs. >Elden Davis has been ill the
licious chicken dinner was served,
‘
‘
wild
”
game
birds
and
fend
for
to Oct. 18. The subject “Good NuQf the Governmcnt depart.
past week and attended by a physi
their
living.
followed
by
a
pleasant
social
after

trition" will be presented by Miss ments The authQr has achieved
He finds, however, that quue a
cian.
noon.
Esther Dunhan home demonstra- fln unusua] wQrk: npt Qn,y packed
few of them get tired of working for
• • • •
Fred Waldo has returned home
tion agent. On the dinner commit- I r gulde book wUh lnformalion but a living and come back to the relief
In connection with early practices after spending two months at Fori
tee are Mary Foster, Minnie Smith given it life, color, dignity, and just rolls of the park for n few square
ln economic living, resulting in our Hamilton. N. Y„ wth his cousin,
meals at municipal expense.
jmd Alice Woodman
the right proportion of fervor. It
heirlooms and antiques of today. Col. and Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord,

For Men’s League

The Rotary Club

Heed This Plea

ADVERTISEMENTS

YOUR CONVENIENCE

TAX NOTICE
YOUR 1939 TAX IS ON THE WAY.

YOU CAN’T DODGE IT.

BE READY

TO MEET IT WITH A SMILE.

AND HOW?
By depositing a little each month in this Association.
If the Assessors value your property at $1,000.00 you
will have to pay the City a tax of $48.00 or thereabouts.
Commence now. Deposit $4.00 each month with us and
at the end of a year here is the money for the tax. Then
you will have such a comfortable feeling and the Tax
Collector will ever after be your friend. This arrange
ment ran be made lo fit any tax, large or small. We also
pay liberal dividends on your deposits.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECUREP BY LISTED STOCKS AND RONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 18C8. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
70Stf
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and daughter Harriett and Mrs. Lucy Sillery
of Thomaston were callers Wednes- |
day at Mrs. S. E. Seavey's and Mrs.
Flora Davis.’
. 1
J. N. Brcadbent and son Irvin j
leave today for New York after
passing the summer at the Broadbent cottage.

Mrs. Alice T. Trusset has returned
from a visit in Palmer and Lowell. \
Mass.

held Monday these officers wer
elected: Moderator. D E. Andrews
vice moderator, Bryan Hodgkins
clerk. Mrs. Winnifred Sampson
treasurer, Rev. E. L. Sampson
financial secretary. J. Y. Meservi
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ames wer
given a reception Wednesday nigh
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elb
Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Ames wer
recently married, and 58 relative
and friends gathered to honor th
young couple. They received man
usseful gifts.

Mr and Mrs William Heal visited
Wednesday with relatives in Cam
STATEMENT OE THE OWNERSHIP
den.
MAN»OEMENT CTFI’Ul ATICN. ETC

REQUIRED BY THF ACT CF CON
Miss Emily Buker is at Rest Ha
GRESS OF AUGUST (24 1912k OF
ven in Rockland.
THE CC'RIFR - GAZETTE PUB1 ISHED FVFRY TUESDAY. THURBMr. and Mrs. Fred Burke of Mal
DAI. AND SATURDAY. AT ROCKI VND. MAINE
den, Mass., were recent guests of
FOR OCTOBER 11.11833
Mrs. Electa Hopkins.
State of Maine, County of Knox. SS
me. a Notary public In and
Miss Josephine Thompson recent forBefoie
the State and countv aforesaid,
ly spent a day in Bath, motoring, perronally appeared F A. Wlns’ow, who
having been duly sworn according to
there with friends from Rockland.
law depos-s and «?.ys that he is the
Editor of The Courler-OHAt the Baptist chapel Sunday at Associate
ze te. and that the followin'! Is. to the
2 o'clock Pastor Stuart will take as best of hls knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ovaenNki. mansubject "Fret Not Thyself." The a"cm"nt the circulation, •
of the
id publication for ”ie da'e
Sunday School extends to all in the aforehown in the above captbw, required
community a welcome to meet with by the Ac of August 24. 1612. embod
ied In section 443. Postal laws and
It at 3 o'clock. The young people Regulations.
1. That the names and addresses of
are urged to attend Christian En
the publisher and editor are Publisher.
deavor service at 6 p. m. The eve Tlie Courler-Oazett •. R ickland. Me
W O. Fliller. Rockland Me.
ning meeting will be in the church Editor.
A soclate Editor.. F. A Winslow Rock
oh the Ridge. The prayer meeting land Me
2. That the owners are The Courlerwill be Thursday at 7 p. m.

Oazette. Rockland. Me and (stock
holders owning, or holding 1 percent
cr more of tho total amount of isfocki
JEFFERSON
W. O Fuller Kathleen S. Fuller. F A.
Winslow. N>. >S E*eray. H O Cole. O F.
H111&. >T. M Richardson, all of Rockland.
Me.
Mrs. Hannah Bond and Miss
3. That the known bondholders,
Mary Richardson have left for their rr : g.agees. and other ccurlty holders,
owning
holding U p ri ent or more
winter home in Southern Pines. of total oramount
of bonds, mortgages
N. C.
or other securities are: (There are
none).
Ned Packard and family are at 4. That the two paragraphs next
the Hannah Bond house for the | above, giving the names of the owners,
rtockholdrrs, and security holders, if
winter. Mr. Packard is principal ’ any. contain not only the list of stock
holders and security holders ns they
of the High School.
apnrar t|:on the books of the company
but a’so In cases where the stockholder
Mrs. Lester Gross is visiting rela or
security holder appears upon th?
hooka : t the cenroeny as trustee or In
tives in Missouri.
any other fiduciary icl.atlon, the name
William Turner is recovering from cf the person or corporation for whom
such trustee Is ar Ing. Is given; also
a recent illness.
that the said two paragraphs contain
embracing affiant’s full
Judson Andrews cf Washington etatements
knowledge and belief at to the elrrumis visiting Rev. and Mrs. E. L. ••alice? and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who
Sampson.
do no', appear upjn the books of the
aa trustees, held stock and
The 35th annual Grange fair and company
ccurlti?s In a capacity other thun that
supper will be held Thursday In cf a Dona fide owner, and this affiant
has 11O reason to believe that nny other
Willow Grange hall. All are invited pi - (Oil. as'oclatlon. or cornoiation has
any In erest direct or Indirect ln th?
to have supper and see tlie display said
stock, bonds, or other securities
than n so etwted by him.
of farm produce.
5 That thp average number of
The Kings Daughters met Tues copies of each Issue of this publication
i old or distributed through the malla
day with Mrs. Sylvester and 17 or otherwise, to paid subscribers dur
ing the six mon hs or.cpdlng th" date
members were present.
-hown above is 5479. (This informa
Mrs. Gladys Burk and Mrs. tion is required from daily publics,tions only, but The Courier-Gazette
Esther Hallowell will present an en waives the exemption).
F. A. WINSLOW
tertainment Oct. 20 in Progressive
Associate Editor.
Sworn
to
and
subscribed
befor' me
Grange hall, Winslow's Mills.
■O’t. S. H938.
i
At the annual meeting of the
JOS FtMFRY.
Notar/ Public

First Baptist Church Corporation

(My commission expires May 9, 1942.)

Every-OtHcr-Day
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Knox Lodge, I.O OP., will hold
private installation Monday night.
Officers will take rituals.

WEEKEND SPECIALS AT

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

Edward M. Hayes is moving from
73 Summer street to Mrs. Damie
Rose’s house, Union and Grove
streets.
1938 OCTOBER^ 1938
SUN MONlruES wed|thu] fri SAT

1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
%&
25 26 28 29

TALK OF THE TOWN

ROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN

Churches

THANK YOU!

Baked Bean Supper, Saturday Nights, 40c
Served Anytime After 4 P. M., Saturdays

Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c

Former patrolman Edwin U. Price,
irho recently underwent an ill turn,
is critically 111 at his apartment on
Masonic street.
Neil Packard, the newly appointed
patrolman, has been assigned to
night duty on the central beat. He
is receiving congratulations along
the line.

In The

Served Every Sunday from 12 to 7 P. M.
FOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. WARREN 3-41

Sunshine Society will meet Mon-I
day at the home of Mrs. Aylward.
South Thomaston. Picnic lunch.

During the most difficult days of
our history nothing has heartened

workers — the largest the Bell

us so much as the splendid co

gency— included our own New
England people and men from

operation and patience of you,

American Legion Auxiliary will
'■erve supper Monday at 6 o'clock
Rubinstein Club will give a recepSupt. George J. Cumming of the for all Legion men working at the ticn
Mrs g Merrltt Parnum Of
local Parent-Teacher Association hall. The regular meeting of the
.
.. .
Lewiston, president of Maine State
attended the Maine Congress of Auxiliary will take place Monday
7 3Q
| Federation of Music Clubs, Friday
Parents and Teachers In Portland
Oct. 14. in the Unlversalist vestry,
this week.
Three long ladders spliced to The affair will be in charge of the
L. S. Corbett, dean of men, and gether supported painters yesterday executive board, consisting of Mrs
head of the Department of Animal as they worked on the tower of the
Industry at University of Maine, Narragansett. Scores of spectators Grace M. Strout, president; Mist
has been granted a temporary leave walked by and craned their necks Margaret Simmons, secretary; Mis;
of absence. Dean Corbett is a fre upward. "Not for me," most of them Katherine Keating treasurer; Mrs.
quent visitor at Elwell’s Point, said.
Fiances M. McLoon. chairman of
Spruce Head.
*
-------1 reception. Mrs. Nettie B Averill
Mrs. Louise Rowe of 264 Main | accompanylng Mrs
o Berrv
Ruth Mayhew Tent will hold a street, has kindly thoughts about vlce president of lhe glate Pedera.
Mrs N#thaUe gnow and Mn
public game party in Orand Army Union Fair, and why not? She
hall Monday night, with a full com won first premium on tatted lunch- ;Kathleen OHara
This program
mittee in charge. Mrs. Maude eon set. first premium on crocheted will be given:
Cables will be chairman and is offer luncheon set, and first premium on Piano—Prelude In C Minor.
Rachmaninoff
ing the usual line ol gifts as an Davenport runner.
Miss Dorothy Sherman
Vocal—Ah Love But a Day.
Gllberte
attraction. *A11 are welcome.
The topic for discussion tomorrow
Miss Margaret 81mmons
Plano—Intermezzo.
Dohnanyl
night at the Comrades of the Way
Mrs Kathleen O'Hara
Supt. and Mrs. George J. Cum
Schubert
meeting. Congregational Church, Vocal—(a) Serenade.
(b) Four Leal Clover
ming had as guests this week Mr.
will be "Equal rights and Opportun
Miss Gladys Grant
Cumming's brother. Irving, and the
solos—la) Caprice Vlennois
ities for All. All students of high Violin
(bi The Bee,
Schubert
latter's wife. Irving Cumming is
Mias Bertha Luce
school age are welcome to attend
manager of the Houlton airport, and
IMrs. Ruth Sanborn acc.)
these meetings.
Plano—Waltz Triste.
Sibelius
Is having an aviator's holiday by
Mrs Charlotte Hopkins
Vocal—On the Steppe.
Gretchanlnoff
flying over the State.
Stuart Strout, formerly of this

Bell System companies operating

our customers.

Rubinstein Club

System ever assembled in an emer

in 20 outside states.

It would have been easy to com

SERMONETTE

plain and ask for special atten
tion during those days, but you
did not, and our people carried
on knowing that you understood

We sincerely regret the delay in

restoring service at a time when
you have been most in need of it.
We are grateful for your toler

“I Would Go To Rome"
ance and consideration, and for
Paul was a Jew in Tarsus. Hts
they were doing their utmost.
Jewish name was Saul. His
Oct. 8—South Thomaston—Limerock
the helpful co-operation you have
Valley Pomona meets at Wessaweskeag
father, of the tribe of Benjamin,
Orange hall.
The job of restoration has been
given our repair crews, all work
Oct 9-15—Fire Prevention Week
was a Pharisee; his mother a
N>t 11—Fire dopartment ball at Comso
big
that
few
realize
its
magni

ing under trying circumstances.
Jewess. He was educated in the
rminlty Building
Oct. 11—Knox County Teacher con
tude. A statement of some of the
law and was an orthodox Jew,
If, by any chance, your service is
vention ln Rockland.
but he was also a free born Ro
Oct 12—Quarterly meeting of Lin
materials we required may help
not yet normal, be sure that we
coln Baptist Association ln Liberty.
man citizen. He wrote and spoke
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
to
picture
it
for
you.
Twenty-two
shall not consider our job done
Oct 14—Olen Cove—Penobecot View
Greek fluently. At that time the
Orange fair.
thousand
poles,
27,000,000
feet
world
was
divided
into
two
class
until every telephone, including
Oct. 14—Rubinstein Club reception
at Unlversallst vestry
distinctions — Greeks and Bar
of wire, 320 miles of cable, whole
Cct 14—i3 to 8.30| Educational Club
yours, is in working order.
picnic. Mrs Leila Benner. Camlen
barians.
street, hostess
trainloads
of
miscellaneous
And now this great Jew is
Oct. 19—Union—Seven Tree Grange
We shall credit your account for
lair
equipment — all these were sent
writing to the Christians at
Oct 20—Baptist Men's League holds
each
day you were unable to use
Rome. What can he have to say
Its first meeting of the season.
to us by the Western Electric
Oct 25—Jimmie and Dick at Com
to
them?
He
lays
bare
his
great
your
telephone. As we cannot
munity Building
Company.
Oct 27—Navy Day
desire to preach Christ in the
Oct. 31—Hallowe'en.
determine all adjustments at this
Imperial City. "To all that be
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMC A. Min
strels at Opera House
Six
thousand
trained
men
using
time, some hills issued this month
in Rome, beloved of Ood, called
Nov. 5—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Valley Orange.
to be Saints—First: I thank my
1500 fully equipped telephone
will not carry a credit; in such
De<- 7—Annual Methodist Church
God for you all that your faith
fair
trucks have been engaged in clear
cases the credits will appear on
is spoken of throughout the
ing
storm
troubles.
This
army
of
next month’s bills.
Joseph, son of Mr. and Mrs
whole world. For Ood is my
Joseph Vasso. is recovering from a
witness that without ceasing I
serious appendicitis operation
make mention of you always in
Mrs Lydia Storer
city is a patient at the Chelsea Plano Quartet—Dance Macabre.
my prayers and that I, by the
Saint-Saens
In Municipal Court yesterday. • Mass.i Marine Hospital as a result1
Mrs Faith Berty. Mrs. Nettle
REW ENGLAND TELEPHORE & TELEGRAPH COMPART
The Main street business zone
will of God. might come unto
Averill,
Mrs
Charlotte
Hop

has an addition today in the form Charles Ervine of Port Clyde was of injuries received aboard a boat
you. For I long to see you that
kins, Mrs Gertrude Parker
of Maine s Bakery located at No. 262. given the alternative of paying $100 caught at sea in <the hurricane Sept.
I may import unto you some
Mrs. Louie C. Rogers and Mrs
and costs or spending 30 days in jailI 21 It is believed that he is suf Blanche C. Lermond will play inci spiritual gift, that Is. I may be
W A Main is the proprietor.
for drunken driving. Arnold Sturks fering from fractured vertebrae.
comforted together with you by
dental music during the reception
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L Wiggin are of Port Clyde, second offense of
the mutual faith of you and me.
Ushers will be Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Mrs
A blind street musician unattend
making drastic changes on the front driving under the influence of in
Ruth Small. Miss Mary Lawry and I am debtor both to the Greeks
mon will be another in the series
of their residence on Maple street, toxicating liquor, was sentenced to ed, as they say about weddings, Miss Dorothy Lawry.
and to the Barbarians, both to
wended his lonesome way up and
of “Bible Biographies" by the pas
with results showing a most artistic 90 days.
the wise and to the unwise. I
down Main street yesterday. Coins
tor. Rev. Corwin H. Olds, and will
addition.
am ready to preach the Gospel
SPRUCE HEAD
Funeral services for the late John tinkled sparingly in hls cup, but if
deal with Samuel. The young peo
to you at Rome for it is the
ple's class will meet in the audi- '
The guest speaker at the Klwanis T. Lothrop were held Thursday, these musicians are sent out from
power of God unto salvation to
Mr. and Mrs. L, C. Elwell and
torium immediately after the church
meeting Monday night will be Harry with members of the Masonic bodies headquarters on wages, as has been
everyone that believeth."
daughter Ruth motored Sunday to
esrvice at 11.45, with Mr. Olds as
L Sanborn, formerly of Vinal Haven acting as bearers. Those from out suggested, it was all the same.
Aye! Paul, your passion to
Biddeford Pool with Mrs. Clifford ] preach salvation led you to
teacher. Comrades of the Way will
and Rockland, and at one time di of town were his sisters, Mrs. Lester
A brief but important meeting of Elwell who went there to meet Mr.;
meet in the vestry at 630 p. m.
rector of sea and shore fisheries Dunbar of Notoleboro and Mrs. An
Rome, there to die at Nero's
the Junior Women's Club will oe Elwell who was returning home
After the devotional meeting there
Hls subject will be "Life Insurance." son Fitch of Warren, hls daughter,
hands, for the Christ you first
held at 7.30 Monday night in the from the Rifle Range in Wakefield,
will be election of officers for the
Nomination of officers will take Mrs, Elmer Marston and Mr. Mars
saw in the blinding flash on the
ensuing half year.
ton of Portland. Miss Daphne Wins tower room at Community Building. Mass.
place.
Damascus road. Apostle to all
low of Fryeburg. Mrs. George Weo- This is the energetic organization
Philip M. York returned Tuesday men—William A. Holman
which will operate the east room to Manomet Coast Guard Station
Reservations were made at The ster, granddaughters, and Richard
CLARK ISLAND
this winter on certain nights each after 47-hour liberty spent here
Thorndike yesterday for members of Marston, grandson of Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGee had
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
week in the interests of young girls. with his parents. Mr and Mrs. H.
the Naval Board which will arrive
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv as guests Sunday Miss Grace Cooper
F. York.
When a highwayman helds up a
here the first of the week for the
William H. Rhodes, formerly of
ices for tomorrow will be appropri of Bangor. Mrs. Mabel Ellison and
Mrs. Robert Joyce and brother
trials of the new destroyer Benham citizen and takes his change—that's this city, has moved to 63 Trafton
ate
fcr the 17th Sunday after Trin George M Blethen of Rockland and
The craft was built by the Federal hews. When a policeman holds up road Springfield. Mass. His duties Milton Hennigar of Swan's Island
ity: Matins at 7.10 Holy Communion Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kerswell of St.
Supply & Drydock Co. at Keany. a citizen and take his change—, with the Rockland-Rockport Lime are visiting their parents, Mr. and
at 7.30, church school at 9.30, Holy George.
that's perfectly justifiable, providing
Mrs. Elbridge Simmons.
N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Yattaw have
Co.. Inc., call him much Into Con
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30, Ves
it's the price of a ticket to the an
Lavon B, Godfrey went Tuesday
recently moved to this place.
necticut, and the new residence
pers
at
7.30.
Miss Eloise P Dunn, a senior at nual ball, which this year is being makes it much more convenient for to North Jlaven to work for Wil
• • • •
Axel Magnuson and George Baum
Beaver College, and daughter of Mr, held at the Community Building him. "Like everybody else who liam Sampson.
“Lest Art In Religion" will be have employment at Bennington,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Elwell and
and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn of 59 Main next Tuesday night. Music will be leaves Rockland I cannot get along
Dr. Guy Wilson's subject tomorrow N. H.
street. Thomaston, was one of the furnished by Youngs Orchestra without jour good paper," writes daughter Carol were guests Tuesday
Robert McGuffie has been visi
morning at the Methodist Church.
of L. C. Elwell on Hewett's Island.
girls who served tea at the Student The net proceeds will go toward the ..gm.,
At 7.15 he will speak from the topic ting friends in Stonington.
Carl Godfrey has returned to
Government Tea held last week ir. purchase of first aid equipment j
_____
Mrs. Janie Paty, Miss Margaret
"Bring Him To Me." A rally on re
Grey Towers, Beaver Campus. The »nd that surely interests all of us.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary has Boston after three months' vacation ligious education will be held at 7.15 Kinney, Miss Isabel Kinney and
Many of last year's Karmen:, that
you’ve laid away, will serve marvel
entire student body and faculty of So don t say "no when the cop col- recejve<j an invitation to attend a passed with his parents, Mr. and Tuesday night with an outside John Kinney of Melrose Highlands,
ously as a second best to save your
the college attended.
lars y°usocial time at Mrs. Grace Robbins' Mrs. Godfrey.
speaker and a cordial invitation to Mass., called on Miss Elizabeth
new garments ... if yju have them
Mrs.
Callie
Morrill
entertained
home in Rockville Tuesday. Picnic
Monaghan recently.
the public.
C. G. McDowell, the new division
A new Bible class for young peo
supper will be served, followed by an Sunday at a birthday dinner party
• • • •
Mrs. G. W. Wiggin of Rockland.
DRY CLEANED
superintendent of the Railway Ex
ple has been started at the Con
evening of games. At the last meet- ln honor of ner brother, Charles
Convinced by the response of the Mrs. Gertrude Coltart of Long Oove
press Agency, arrived in Rockland
gregational Church. This class is
, ,
,
,
ing Mrs. Mae Cross, department McKellar of Warren. Guests were people that we are all concerned and Robert Coitart of Lawrence.
on a tour of inspection of express
open to boys and girls who are be
,
,
j
president, installed Mrs. Gladys Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKellar. and about the peril of democracy and Mass. were recent visitors at the
operations in this district and was
yond the freshman year in High
Murphy as color guard No. 2 and son Robert and Mr. and Mrs. that the plight of democracy is the home of friends in town.
welcomed by R. E. Brazier, local
School, and to other young people
Mrs Nellie lAchorn as assistant Charles McKellar all of Warren.
Mrs. Maurice Jones had as guests
most serious concern we have in
agent. Mr. McDowell stated that
Mrs. Floyd Singer and two daugh
The class meets in the church audi
guide. Plans were made for a pub
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Hanley
life at present, Dr Lowe at the
the express traffic in his territory,
torium at 11.45 on Sundays, immedi
lic supper to be served Oct. 22 in ters have returned to Manana Fog Unlversalist Church Sunday morn of Needham Heights, Mass.
the North Shore-Division, was re
ately at the close of the church serv
I connection with the department Signal Station after several days’ ing will give the third sermon in
Mrs. Elizabeth Caven has employ
flecting a definite upward trend in .
ice. and Mr Olds is the teacher
fair. Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh visit with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Batty. his series on "The Peril of De ment at Dodges Mountain
various lines of manufacturing and ■
Mr and Mrs John Dodge have
Miss Doris Caven has resumed
i and Mrs. Jennie Feyler were ap
eA
mocracy and the Collapse of Re
industry, and business for the mcntli
resumed
their residence in New
A picture, so successful that it
pointed program committee for the
duties at the Copper Kettle, Rock
ligious
Faith."
Music
by
the
quartet
of August this year showed an in
ton Highlands. Mass., after passing
is being held over in many theatres,
I next meeting.
choir. The church school will meet land, after a week's visit with her
crease over the same month last
the
summer at their home on
—
will be shown at Strand Theatre
ln the vestry at noon. Teachers and parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
year. The division head congratuPublic ‘beano in O. A. R. hall Spruce Head Island.
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and
pupils are requested to be on hand Caven.
lated Agent Brazier and his force
.
,
.
Mrs. James Harrison has been
Wednesday. It is called "Boys'
” •
. •
Monday night sponsored by Ruth
AMERICAN
promptly.
for their assistance.
...
• • • •
Town" and features Spencer Tracy
caring for the ohildren of Mr. and
____
I Mayhew Tent.—adv.
GLEN COVE
LEGION
and Mickey Rooney. The feature
"A Timely Message" will be the Mrs. Henning Johnson for a few
BUILDING
The quarterly meeting of the Lin- i
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Carroll. Mr. and sermon topic by Rev. Charles A. days.
BURN _
picture for the balance of the week coin Baptist Association will be
14 LIMEROC K
Mrs. Harry Bean, son Elwin. Mr. Marstaller Sunday morning at 10.30
Miss Margaret McKnight is a
is "Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse," with neld in Liberty Oct. 12. Among til- ancl Mrs j;rrles. Black, a daughter,
STREET
IN
EL
P
S
and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw, Mrs at the Littlefield Memorial Church visitor at the school here every two
Edward G. Robinson and Claire speakers are Miss Jennie Reilly, mis
ROCKLAND
Hazel Jewel and daughter Betty of There will be special music and a weeks.
Trevor.
DIED
sionary for many years in South
121‘It
Warren passed Tuesday evining
Plumer
—
At
Union.
Oct.
7.
Dr.
HerIndia, now home on furlough; and btrt fl. Plumer, aged 64 years. 2 days. with Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory. children’s story will precede the
New and different exhibits of hob
sermon.
The
church
school
meets
Dr. Joseph C. Robbins. Foreign
moral Monday at 2 o'clock from
Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet was dinner at 11.45 and the Christian Endeavor
bies, as well as of hobbies that are
ethodlst Church.
Secretary of the American Baptist
Thorndike—At Rockport. Oct 6. Ed guest Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. at 6. Praise service and sermon is
better known, are wanted for this
Foreign Missionary Society.
Dr. ward K Thorndike, aged 74 years Fun Gregory. Mrs. Maude Gould of
year's Hobby Show, which will be
at 7.15, the topic being "The Cen
Saturday at 2 o'clock from rest
Robbins has first hand acquaintance eral
dence In'ermcnt ln Mountain ceme Portland and Mrs. Kate Gould were tral Fact of Christianity." There
held in the Community Building
with the fields of Burma and India, ten- Camden
during the week of Nov. 14. Chair
—At Cambridge. Mass. Oct. visitors Thursday at the Gregory will be special music. Prayer meet
and is a strong and able speaker. 4. Bartlett
Addle L. Bartlett, aged 81 years, 8 home.
men of the various committees will
ing Tuesday night at 730. The
mcntli".
20
days. Committal services
making a vivid presentation of the
We wonder if you have been in and seen the wondrrful Coats,
An interesting meeting was held
'be announced soon, and another
and burial ln Union Oct. 7
JaikeU and Mackinaws we have for both men or boys—and my.
needs and opportunities before the I ibby—At Portland. Oct 5, Chloe Thursday at Penobscot View Grange Ladies' Aid meets Wednesday night
meeting of all who are interested in
Lord.
they atr handsome and at such prices!
Christian in the Orient today. Dele- Louise, wife of Herbert Libby, aged in observance of Boosters' Night. with Mrs. Alfred
• • • •
this year's Hobby Show will be held
..
55 years. 8 days. Funeral yesterday.
FOR MfN— •
gates ottendlng tne meetings are (Rrv j Charles MacDonald officiating Members of Owl's Head Grange fur
“Are sin, disease, and death
next Thursday night in the parlor
$3.75 to $6 59
ZIPPER JACKETS
asked to take their own lunch; also Interment In Achorn cemetery
nished program numbers and Rev real?" is the subject of the Lessonof the Congregational Church.
$6 50 to $10 0J
MACKINAWS
cups. Liberty Church Will furnish I genner. aged 67 years. Funeral Sat- C. D. Crane of New Milford. Conn., Sermon that will be read in all
HUNTING COATS—all wotl
$7.50. $10.00. $12.00
urday at 2 o’clock from residence, inJACKETS WITH HOODS ...........................
$6.75, $8.50
The most important real estalc coffee.
terment Ip Rural 'cemetery.
gave several recitations. Supper Churches of, Christ. Scientist, on
HUNTING PANTS
................................... ........................... $5 0
deal in a long time, as relates to
was served.
Oct.
9.
The
Golden
Text
is:
“
I
will
CHECK
COSTS
HERE
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS
$1.98, $2.98, $5.00
Last chance today, to buy hatu ( \ltl> OE THANKS
residential property, was recorded
restore health unto thee, and I will
W? wish to^exipress our sincere ap
$330
CORDUROY PANTS ..................................
Thursday when Morris B. Perry, the blocked Persian prints at great re preciation to our neighbors and friends
After all, costs must enter into
heal thee of thy wounds, saith the
WORK PANTS ..............................................
$1.50, $1.98, $251
for their kindness to us during our
ductions.
Exquisite
colors
and
de

well known market man, bought the
PLAID WORK SHIRTS ..........................
$1.00, $1 5i
lecent bereavement. To Dr Ralph P
Lord" (Jeremiah 30:17). The cita
the consideration of a Monu
PALL OR WINTER UNION SUITS
$1.00. $130. $1.98
Charles E. Littlefield property at 96 signs. What-Not Gift Shop. —adv. Farle for his faithful service. Mae
tions
from
the
Bible
Include
the
fol

Tolman and Hazel Roberts and to
ment's purchase. It is in this es
Limerock street. The residence was
those who furnished cars and the
BOYS
lowing passages: "For the Lord is
b?autlfuil floral offerings.
sential detail that you will find
ZIPPER JACKETS
$2 75, $3 50
occupied by Mr. Littlefield while he
| our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver,
Mr and 'Mrs. Joseph W. Morton. Mr.
HOODED JACKETS
$450. $6 5)
and Mrs Frank H Brown. Mr. and Mrs.
our
suggestions
valuable.
We
are
was serving so brilliantly in Con
the Lord is our king; he will save
...........................' $7.75
James J. Hanley.
*
HOODED MACKINAWS
gress and has been the home of
concerned with providing most
us. And the Inhabitant shall not
HEAVY SWEATERS
$1.98. $2.98
Major George W. Blaney, now lo
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
FANCY SWEATERS .....................................
$1.00. $1.98
say. I am sick:: the people that
Memorials for the money. Most
Whereas Our Heavenly Father, ln His
CORDUROY PANTS
$1.50, $1.98. $2.98
cated in the Philippines. Mr. Perry
dwell therein shall be forgiven their
infinite wisdom, has seen fit to remove
value for patrons, means wider
SCHOOL PANTS
$150. $1.$8
will soon take up his residence there.
from our midst our beloved sister.
iniquity” (Isaiah 33:24).
PLAID SHIRTS
$1.00
Mabel Burgess, be It Received that
Ambulance Service
patronage, for us.
MORTICIANS
•• ••
■the charter of Gloria Temple, Pythian
Being modest people, we hate awfully to keep on telling of
; Sisters, toe draped, lor a period ol 30
Beano party at American Legion
At the Congregational Church the
j dcys In her memory.
the wonderful things we have in our store for men and boys, but
Ambulance Service
Hall Tuesday at 7.30.—adv. It
unified service of public worship
I Resolved, that the temple extend its
we want you to enjoy them as we do.
RUSSELL
sincere sympathy to the bereaved
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
and
church
school
is
at
10.30
a.
m,
family.
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
FUNERAL HOME
INC.
I Be it aVo resolved that a copy of
with the children of the church
Starting this week, barber shops
these resolutions be spread upon the
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662 school sharing in the worship serv
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
will close Saturday night at 9
1 records and a copfl sent lo the local
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, ME.
I paper for publication.
ices and attending classes during EAST UNION and THOMASTON
o’clock during the winter months.—
119-tf
98-tf
I Eva Hopkins. Lillian Hopkins. Elda
43Stf
the sermon. The theme of the ser
F. Ames. Committee on Resolutions.
adv.
120*121

“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE”
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Get Them Out
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

II, S. RELIEF MAP
TO BE LARGEST
IN THE WORLD

Mr. and Mrs John Wood ol Blue overnight guests Wednesday of Mr. I
Kill. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Leach and Mrs. Lawrence Weston.
Mrs. Harold R. Smith returned'
and Miss Mary Burrill of Bucksport
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Thursday to Coopers' Mills after Work Started in 1923; Will
spending a few days at her home
Gray.
Not Be Completed
Mrs. Richard Elkins has been re- ( here.
Miss Gertrude Newbert is passing
cent guest of Mrs. Gracia Libby and
Until 1940.
Miss Clara Gay at the Gay cottage the winter at the home of Miss
WELLESLEY, MASS. — A huge
Julia Kaler.
Martin’s Point.
Supt. A. D. Gray attended the! Miss Jacquelyn Harkins was curvature relief model of the United
States, largest of its kind in the
October Conference of New Eng weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ed ■ world, is being built at Babson insti
land Educators at the Crawford ward McCormick of Bath.
tute by a corps of geographical ex
House, Crawford Notch, from Sun- : Mr. and Mrs. Stacy Castner have perts.
Work on the model began in 1923.
been on a motor trip to Canada.
day until Tuesday.
Richard Castner’s house is receiv- ' Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black. Les but various obstacles delayed work
ter Black and Miss Alma Winchen during the depression. On January
ing a coat of paint.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Deane have bach were Portland visitors Tues 1 of this year. Dr. Wallace W At
wood Jr., Clark university geogra
been visitors in Windsor this week. day.
pher, was placed in charge of the
A hot water heating plant has
Miss Frances Achorn is spend project. Since then the rate of con
been installed in the home of Roy ing a few days in Boston.
struction has increased about 15Mack.
The Eastern Star Sewing Circle fold.
Under the present program, com
Mrs. Lizzie Tuttle of Hope is guest will meet Wednesday afternoon
pletion is scheduled for January,
cf Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
with Mrs. Lila Lovejoy.
Mrs. Lawrence T. Weston attend- [ Mrs. Earl Benner entertained the 1940.
The model is in the Coleman Map
ed a meeting of the board of direc- ’ Forty Club Wednesday at dinner.
building, erected specially for the
tors Thursday at the Lincoln | Mr. and Mrs Fred Lilly and model on the Babson campus. There
County Home for the Aged in New- j Mrs. Grace Hendricks of Hallowell a giant, dome-shaped, steel frame
castle.
were guests Tuesday at the home of work—63 by 45 feet—has been con
structed by Bethlehem Steel corpo
The Boy Scouts met Thursday Charles Lilly.
ration. It reproduces in exact pro
afternoon at the High SchoolI
• • • •
portion the earth's curvature.
building.
Capt. Ralph Pollard,
Barber A Suicide
Built in Sections.
gave a brief summary of the troops
On this framework is placed a
Frank L. Benner. 67. for 50 years
history. A business meeting was [
a barber in this town was found plaster base map on which is paint
held at which it was voted that the
dead in a back room of his shop ed the outline of the United States.
dues be $1 a year. Meetings will
■ Because of the size of the model,
Thursday by James Waltz. Mr. it is being constructed in small sec
be held Thursday nights.
Benner had committed suicide by
Miss Anita Philbrook is making hanging. The reason for the act tions, to be placed in their proper
position on the curved framework.
her home with Mrs. Caroline Hodg- was thought to be failing health.
Each section is one degree of lati
don during the winter.
Mr. Benner was born in this town , tude long and one degree of longi
Girl Scout troop 2 met at the son of Tillson and Addie Benner. tude wide. The finished model will
home of Mrs. Elmer Jameson Jr., He is survived by one daughter Mrs contain 1.216 such sections, of which
Monday afternoon.
Plans were Thelma Moody of Nobleboro and more than 400 now are completed.
Systematic mapping of the United
made to earn money with which to
three grandchildren.
States did not begin until 1885. when
buy Senior Scout uniforms.
Funeral services will be held from certain sections of New England
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell of North 1
his home Saturday at 2 o'clock Rev. were surveyed. These first efforts
Anson has been passing the week
O. G Barnard officiating. Burial were unsatisfactory, and a new start
with her sister, Miss Besse Reed.
was made. Until now. only about
will be in Rural cemetery.
Mrs. Charles Morse was a Rock- ,
55 per cent of the country has been
covered by the official topographical
land visitor Thursday.
survey maps of the federal govern
Telling the Truth
Ernest Achorn of Warren was ’
“Do not imagine.” said Hi Ho, the ment
guest Thursday of Mr and Mrs.
In areas having no topographical
sage
of Chinatown, "that you show
William Flint.
intelligence by being deceitfuL One '■ survey, stream maps must be used.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse re
of the most difficult things in the These are combined with airplane
turned Thursday from a trip to world is to tell nothing but the truth photos and supplemented by all obQuebec.
; tainable spot-elevation figures.
and still be entertaining.**
Many Sources Used.
A daughter was bom Wednesday
From this is created a topograph
Hi Ho Saying
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Black.
“A man that always questions ical map that serves as a guide in
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was guest !
people
’s veracity," said Hi Ho, the ■construction of the model. Sources
speaker Thursday at a luncheon of
sage of Chinatown, “may have a being used by Dr. Atwood and his
the Corinna Literary Club. Mrs. great and abiding reverence for the staff include the regular United
Gay spoke Friday before the Octo truth or he may be one of those States Geological Survey maps,
ber Club of Bucksport.
coast and geodetic survey charts,
that always seek trouble."
'geological survey bench marks,
Charles Robertson is in Boston.
state geodetic surveys done by the
Jackson's Parents Kept Inn
Mrs. Nellie Overlock entertained
The parents of Andrew Jackson, WPA, maps by chief engineers of
Mrs. S. H. Weston. Mrs. Emma
railways, by war department, counBailey and Mrs. Mary Wade at seventh President of the United
States, kept an inn at North Gate, ty and state highway engineers.
bridge Thursday night.
Among the most important
Carrickfergus, County Antrim, IreMr. and Mrs Arthur Hill and Mrs. : land.
sources of information are the sectional aeronautical charts of the buCiaude Kelley of Keizer Falls were
reau of air commerce, designed primarily to show airline pilots the location of radio beams and beacons.
Besides extensive areas in the
West and South unmapped except
for air charts and scattered elevation figures, are the Mount Wachusett section of Vermont and the
[northern section of Maine. Northcentral Pennsylvania and the Carolinas also have similar areas.

i

TENSE MOMENTS

Phil Spitalny rolls up his sleeves as he rehearses his orchestra of thirty
singing girls. Below is Evelyn of the magic violin who picks up the
baton while the maestro checks sound effects In the control room. Maxine
of the velvety haunting voice is shown in the circle.
minutes uf music by
THIRTY
thirty girls under the direction

of one man—Phil Spitalny. But it’s
doubtful if listeners realize that ap
proximately 245 hours of hard work
a week go into the preparation of
each G E. ‘Hour of Charm" broad
cast. heard Mondays over NBC from
9:00 to 9:30 p.m„ EST. First,
there are five arrangers working
on the Spitalny music thirty hours
a week, with two copyists adding
another sixty to that figure. The
band rehearses five hours daily each
week day except Tuesdays. The
various sections of the orchestra
such as strings, brass and rhythm
put in about two hours a day on
their separate parts, for ten more
hours. There’s 245 hours right
there, not. counting the time spent
by the girls in rehearsing at home.
Many of the girls in the band
make their own arrangements and
one of the most capable is Evelyn,
leading lady of the eight singing
violins who is a concert mistress in
her own right.
During the broadcasts the young
ladies scurry back and forth to the
microphones with their musical in
struments, getting into proper po
sition for the varied effects. Fre
quently this means a quick shifting
pf iustruinvnta as many of the girls

double. For instance Gertrude, one
of the youngest members of the or
chestra, often plays four different
instruments during one broadcast,
including the electric guitar, xylo
phone, the vibraphone and celesta.
Rochelle and Lola, duo-pianists,
practice as a team each day, and
then fit their own arrangements in
with the orchestra.
,Velma doubles with the trom
bone and trumpet, and Marion is
as skillful with the saxophone as
she is with the clarinet.
That's the set-up and it goes far
in explaining the caliber of the
"Hour of Charm" music. Every girl
in the band is a talented vocalist
as well as a musician, and the
same thirty girls form a glee club
on the programs, achieving some of
the most striking effects in radio.
Maxine of the velvety haunting
voice, and Frances, Fern and Con
nie, a vocal trio, give voice to the
brilliance and beauty of the music
of the orchestra.
"It is as important that my girls
can sing as well as they can play,”
said, the distinguished maestro,
"and it is only through long hours
of hard work and deep concentra
tion that any musician can hoDe
to excel?.’

ATLANTIC AIRLINES
RACE NEAR GETAWAY

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Traveling Around America

‘BOYS’ TOWN”

Planes of Five Powers Vis
For Best Routes.

Bobs Watson and Mickey Rooney in "Boys Town”

Dramatic true-life story of Father
Edward J. Flanagan and his right
to establish a home for underprivi
leged boys. “Boys Town." stars
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney
With ninety borrowed dollars
Father Flanagan founded his first
home. Two newsboys and three
juvenile delinquents were its occu
pants. From this modest start,
courageous Father Flanagan worked
for 21 years to build Boys Town.
Nebra'ka an incorporated village of
275. of which 200 are boys.
In the history of Boys Town was
found a ready-made motion picture.
Tracy portrays Father Flanagan.
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the first time he has played a priest
since his Father Tim in "San Fran
cisco" brought him universal ac
claim. Rooney, recently praised for
his performances in "Love Finds
Andy Hardy" and "Lord Jeff," has
the role of an incorrigible boy who
thinks he ls too tough for Boys
Town. Brother of a gangster, he is
placed in Father Flanagan's care.
Despised by ythe other boys, he wins
their respect with the help of
Father Flanagan.
Norman Taurog directed the pic
ture. Noted for his direction of
child actors. Taurogs most recent
successes were "Tom Sawyer" and
"Mad About Music."—adv.

H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D-’-S
R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R
By Chuck Cochard
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Hollywood — Movie flashes from
here and there. Hollywood's num
ber one glamour girl. Hedy Lamarr
__
*'*“ be teamed with Spencer Traci
in her first starring picture in this
town
„A New York Cinderella”

"Oklahoma Kid." a story of the old
West dealing with the life of cow
boys.
"Valley of the Giants" starring
Wayne Morris. Claire Trevor Franx
McHugh, and Donald Crisp is the
best action picture we've seen this
i
......
.
The exotic Lamarr created a sen- [ year. Its exciting from beginning
to end and all in color It is the
sation in “Algiers."
i
* thf
that Holl ,ood story of preserving the California
redwood timber for the future gen
15 considered the movie capital of erations and the ousting of the land
: tbe world
Russia has more grabbers. You'll like it if you likp
I theaters than the United States,
[ fast action films. A 3 Star-Lite pic
j The Soviet country has 26.000 moj tion picture theatres as compared ture.

,
i

jgjgj in America. Germany h«s
or

The next Fred Astaire-Ginger
J Regers co-starring picture will b°
) "The Castles." a story based upon
the lives of Irene Castle and her
late husband, Vernon Castle, who.
more than 20 years ago were inter
nationally famous dancers. Mrs
The Father of Umbrellas
Castle will act as adviser.
For Men Is Remembered
Mary Astor has completely re
j LONDON.—The recent sale of ;
covered
from her recent horse-bark
Jonas Hanway's umbrella at an auc
tion room has recalled Hanway's fall, according to her husband.
.fame as the philanthropist who in- I Manuel Del Campo
produced umbrellas into the rainy I Marie Wilson's beautiful long eyestreets of London about 1750 and so lashes are real and not. fakes as you
'saved thousands of Londoners from have probably thought. I tried to
pneumonia and rheumatism.
i Drayton, Swift and Gay all had pull them.
Next edition ol Uie famous
[written of umbrellas in London long
before Hanway's time, but umbrel- [ "Judge Hardy family series will be
las to them were a women’s fash- j "Out West With The Hardys" with
ion. Hanway's achievement, after the same brilliant cast of Mickey
he returned from Persia with his Rooney. Lewis Stone Cecilia Par
umbrella, seems to have been the
■ conversion of the male population, ker. Anne Rutherford—and a new
and so well did he succeed that not addition ln Ralph Morgan. These
long after his death in 1786 even pictures are always good.
i army officers carried umbrellas in
Shirley Temple will be aided by |
London.
lovely Anita Louise and Richard
Greene in her next "The Little Prin
Eating 10 Meals a Day
cess."
Job of 125-Pound Girl One of the greatest casts of th?
BOSTON.—Petite Anna Martin is year will be assembled for the pic
paid to eat 10 meals a day.
ture ‘Tail Spin"—with Constance
Employed by a chain restaurant Bennett. Alice Faye. Nancy Kelly
to try out the menus of rival con (that sensational youngster now on
cerns, the slim professional “tast
er” is on the job six days a week location with Tyrone Power for
endeavoring to “lift” the most pal “Jesse James"), and that come
atable of rival concerns’ dishes and dienne Joan Davis. A story dealing
transplant them to her employer. with women pilots
Miss Martin keeps in trim for her
Another of those series pictures
job by walking every place she goes. will get underway shortly when that
While the exercise helps, it can
famous newspaper comic strip is
hardly be compared to the energy
consuming occupation of six-day bi brought to the screen. Of course,
Penny Singleton
cycle riders, the only other persons it’s "Blondie."
to approach the eating capacities of will play Blondie and Arthur Lake
the 125-pound "gourmet,”
will do Dagwood It's the story of
a typical young American family—
Pays $300 for Old Stamps; thc events of Blondie and he"
Finds One Worth $50,000 blundering young husband. A 4LOS ANGELES.—A few months year-old plays “Baby Dumpling."
• • • •
ago, Warren R. Du Bois purchased
Pat O'Brien and James Cagney
a stamp collection from an estate
for $300. Included was a 1-cent blue will be co-starred once again in
issue which he marked for sale at
$3. It went unsold. A short time
later he found it bore a Baltimore.
Md„ first-day cancellation of Au
gust 17, 1861, Jubilant, Du Bor
checked with experts. The stami
is worth $50,000.

“GIFT COTTAGE”
FOR SALE
Located At Wildwood

Ballard Park, Rockport

Mrs. James Tolman
rockVille, me.
97*99

Por some time Merle Oberon has
been noted as one of Hollywood’s
most devoted sun bathers This repu
tation and the prominent location
of her Santa Mcnica beach home
have brought floods, droves, herds,
and flocks of Peeping Tom airplanes
and a blimp cruising over her patio.
With the help of technicians at Sam
Goldwyn's studio. Miss Oberon has
had built a sliding roof which can
be opened over a sun bathing area,
but snaps shut the second an air
plane roars into view. Not a bad
idea, eh!

Freddie Bartholomew, the sensa
tional young English lad who rose
to stardom overnight because of
’’David Copperfield", was born in
London on March 28 ... He is 14
years old . . . When an infant he
was taken by his aunt. Miss Myllicent Bartholcmew. who reared him
at her home in England ... He re
ceived his schooling from his aunt
. . . Has a very high-pitched voice,
but is a regular . . . Hollywood has
not spoiled him . . His latest pic
ture is "Listen Darling," in which
he appears with Judy Garland.

MICK1E SAYS—
r

VjeU-.RXKS, I SEEK! CHASIWQ
(JEWS ITEMS AU PAY, AMD AU

I GOTTA SAM IS TWAT TM' GREAT
AMEHK5AU PUSLie AIUTGOT MO
IDEA HOW MUCH RUMMIWG 'ROUUO
AUD ASKIM' QUESTIOMS AUP
TELEPHOUIUGr AU' CHECKIMG UP
IT TAKES TO FIU. TH1 COLUMMS
OF A MEWSPAPER, WHICH IS
WHY WE APPRECIATE (T WHEU

FOLKS SEUP IM ITEMS

NEW YORK.—Five nations en
gaged in a race for. commercial air
supremacy of the North Atlantic are
conducting experimental flights over
routes which may soon be traversed
regularly by planes carrying pas
sengers, mail and cargo.
For years aviation companies of
five nations have been jealously
w’atching each other’s designs on the
North Atlantic. Each is hopeful
of beating its rivals to establish
ment of air service over what, from
the viewpoint of nationalistic pres
tige, is the most important route in
the world.
Engaged in the race are PanAmerican Airways of the United
States and the following govern
ment-subsidized companies of for
eign countries:
Imperial Airways, commissioned
by the British government to es
tablish an empire route connecting
England, Ireland. Newfoundland,
Canada and the United States; Air
France Transatlantique. subsidized
by the French government to the
extent of $5,000,000; Deutsche Luf
thansa of Germany; Ala Littoria of
Italy.
Service by Fall Possible.
Theoretically, Pan-American and
Imperial Airways are neck and neck
at this stage of the race, and it is
possible that each will be in the air
by autumn, carrying mail and pas
sengers between England and New
York.
The Germans have made the most
survey flights and have obtained
permission to make more from Lis
bon, Portugal, via the Azores to
America.
The Germans, French and Ital
ians already have established mail
services across the South Atlantic,
but Pan-American, with its South
American and Pacific lines, has the
most ocean-flying experience.
Both the American and British
companies have obtained full com
mercial flying rights over both North
Atlantic routes—via Southampton,
Newfoundland and Canada to the
United States, or via Portugal, the
Azores and Bermuda. The others,
have or are in the process of ob- I
taining experimental rights only.
Pan-American Ready.
Pan-American flew the northern
route twice and southern once last
summer, but plans no further sur
veys because its personnel already
has more than 4,000.000 miles of
ocean-flying experience.
Imperial Airways made seven i
round-trip survey flights via Ireland j
and Newfoundland last year, and
will make more this summer.
Imperial is experimenting with J
the Mayo composite craft, a small
plane capable of carrying little be
side mail which is catapulted from
a larger plane.
Air France Transatlantique plans
to make its first survey flights with
the 80,000 pound Lt. De Vaisseau
Paris. A fleet of flying boats, simi
lar to the Boeing 314, will not be
ready for another year.

A THOUSAND-YEAR-OLD CITY
"pHIS attractive balcony-hung rati lines with Guayaquil, the chlel
' street runs thro"gh Quito, capi port, which is visited regularly by
tat of Ecuador, one of the three old ships from New York raking weekly
est cities in the New World still In cruises to the west coast republics
existence today—the other tw o fcsing of South America.
Quito resting 9500 feet above sea
Cuzco, ancient capital of the Incas
in Peru, and Mexico City, descend level is surrounded by some of the
ant of the Tenochtltlan of .Mocte- most spectacular peaks of the Andes,
zunia s time. Formerly center ol the amoug them the famous Chimbo
ancient Qultu Kingdom, Quito ante razo whose magnificent form reaches
a height of 20.700 feet; Cotopaxi with
dates Cuzco founded in 1100 A.D.
Quito gives a truer picture of a height of 19,400 feet and TunguSpanish colonial days in South rahua almost 17.000 feet high. In
America than any other city on the this gorgeous setting are some of
continent for although it has taken the most beautiful edifices erected by
on modern ways and chararteris the Spaniards ln the New Worldtics, it has relinquished little of its low buildings of stucco glea-’lng
medieval atmosphere. This ts in . an white—with arcades and pattos and
due to the fact that it has I" o richly carved halconie- — centered
practically shut off from the rest of around a main plaza adorned with
the world- the railroad first entered gardens and fountains and tropical
the capital only twenty years go trees. It’s a veritable dream city
Now it Is connected both oy air and which travelers are just discovering.

i

Bachelor Is Host to 300
Weekly in Past Decade
TAMPA, FLA.—More than 200.000 ,
guests have enjoyed the hospitality I
of Joseph F. Miyares, self-styled
“old bachelor,” at his home during
the last 10 years. Most of his visi- I
tors have been children of high :
school age.
Miyares said “it’s simply a hobby
and the pleasure is all mine,” as
he explained that reputable organi
zations, high school fraternities and
class parties were welcome to use
his home at any time for “good,
clean, wholesome fun.”
An average of 300 guests a week
during the past 10 years have taken
advantage of Miyares’ “hobby,”
danced at his home, used his 50-foot
swimming pool and roamed the two
acres of gardens which surround his
home.
The parties given at his home al
ways are well chaperoned, Miyares
said, “but on some counts they must
do as I say.”
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Nothing
51- Make a mistake
22-Fingerless glove
6-Spots
52- Girl's name
24- Pale
11- Prophet
53- Musical note
25- Sun-dried brick
12- A suggestion
55- Seaman (Colloq.)
2S-Conjunction
13- Exists
56- Negative
28-Hard fruit
15- Back of a coin
57-To check
31-A puzzle
16- Harbor
58- Bland
34-Changed into a gai
17- Exist
60- A highway (abbr.) 35- A book of the Bible
18- Use needle and
61- To cause to ring
(abbr.)
thread
62- English school
36- Blemith
20- Egyptian god
38- Golf mound
64- Quiets
21- Fish eggs
65- Monetary unit
* 39- End
22- Chart
40- Jagged knot
VERTICAL <
23- A lady of Arthur's
41- Correcta
court
1-Sounds
42- Comblning form. Dry
25- A wager
2- You and me
43- Helght (abbr.)
26- River in France
3- Obtain
44- Fictitious stories
27- Cord
4- Heed
45- Greek god of love
29- Affirmed
5- Geometrical figure 47-One who owes
30- Strive to excel
6- Sprouts
money
Solid Freezing of Earth
32- Half a score
7- Fatigue
52-And others (Lat.
33- Doze
8- An insect
abbr.)
Is Seen in 71,799 Years 37-Certifies
9- Pronoun
54-Singing voice
MIAMI.—After two years of re 41- To bargain
1O-Percolated
57-Select (abbr.)
14-Dispatched
59-U. S. coin (abbr.)
search, Prof. Hirsch Yankelwitz. 42- Shswered
61-Jumbled type
formerly of the institute of Technol 43- Ediblc animal flesh 16- Gift
17- Foundation
63-North latitude
ogy of St. Petersburg university, 49-Crude metal
(abbr.)
declares that the earth will freeze S3-To trim by cutting 19-Telegram
into a solid ball in 71,799 years.
(Solution to previous puzzler
It’s all a question of determining
when the volcanic fires, which give SOUTH WALDOBORO
life and vegetation, will burn out.
He reaches his figure by comparing
Mrs. Franklyn
Pitcher and
the dimensions of the earth. Mars daughter Grethel Winchenbach en
and the moon, freezing three
tertained at a, party Tuesday for:
spheres of relative size, letting them
form a coating of ice and then Miss Pauline Winchenbach. This
measuring the amount of moisture. was in the fofm of a farewell to
Miss Winchenbach who went Fri
day to Boston where she will enter
a school of beauty culture. Her
Town Without People
mother will accompany her to the [
\
Has Two Railroads city.'
Low
mass
of requiem for William
ORLANDO, FLA. — In 1886.
Foley who died Monday was said
when Toronto, near here, was
first named by one of the engi
Wednesday at St. Patrick's Catho
neers supervising construction of
lic Church in Damariscotta. In where they visited Mr. Vannah's
sister. Mrs. C. Lydon Winchenbach
the Atlantic Coast Line railroad,
terment was also in that commun
its population was zero. Now,
and other relatives.
ity.
52 years later, it is still uninhabit
Many activities are In progress
Mrs. Martin Collamore went last I
ed. The town is represented on
here. Several residents are repair
official maps and is served by
Saturday to IRockland where she i ing buildings; Mrs. Clarence Hard
two railroads and a trunk-line
will be employed at the home of ing Is having a garage built; and
highway.
Leforest A. Thurston.
James Richards' new cellar Is being
The Union Ladies’ Aid will hold j cemented.
the first meeting of the season I
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. ]
Bessie Wallace.
Oliver Brown of Bath is visiting
CALL
his daughter in this section.
HAVENER’S ICE CO
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah
TeL 792
65*56tf have returned home after spend
ing a few days in Bedford, Mass..

For “ICE” Service
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VINAL HAVEN

305 Days to Equal Her Weight in Butterfat

★★★★

MRS OSCAR C. LANE

Correspondent

Rev. Kenneth Cook, the pastor,
will preach Sunday morning and
GILBERT HARMON
night at Union Church.
Special
anthems will be sung by the choir,
Telephone, Camden 713
with Leola Smith organist.
Rev. Weston P. Holman of the Rebekah Lodge will 'be held Wed
Union Church fair was held Wed
Methodist Church attended the nesday night. District Deputy,
nesday ln Cappy's hall. Evelyn Pat
Augusta District meeting of Metho Florence Lawson of Vinal Haven
rick and Gladys Coombs were chair
dist Churches Tuesday and Wed will toe the installing officer. The
men. In charge of booths were:
nesday ln Brunswick.
J installation is public, each member
Cake. Mary L. Arey, Kate Greenleaf.
The public harvest supper served
Vera Johnson, Marlon Littlefield,
Mr. and Mrs Howard Henderson privileged to Invite one guest.
by Harbor Light Chapter O E S.
’
,<
Abbie Hutchinson; candy, Laura
Sanborn, Louise Calderwood. Estelle
Bangor where Mr Henderson has turned from Great Spruce Head netted a satisfactory sum.
Brown; vegetables. Carrie Burns.] Producing more than her own Her 306-day yield of 17.121 pound.;
employment.
: Island where he has been employed
First Selectmen Arthur K WaikRebecca Arey: cocked foed, Carrie weight in butterfat in 10 months, of milk tested 5 96'. fat Still milkMrs. D. P Wysong, Miss Mar- ] for the Past three weeks doing theer, with Town Manager Percy R.
Fifleld, Helen Haskell, Mrs. Kenneth an Oregon purebred Jersey cow. 6y- ing at the rate of 43 pounds a day.
garet Wysong and Miss Anna |Jew-1 tin-smith work on the John R. Keller of Camden spent Friday in |
Cook; fish pond, Nellie Nickerson bil Tessie Lorna 996685. has estab- thc 6-year-old Jersey, bred and
bold have closed their summer home Porter cottage.
Portland.
Jennie Maker. Mabel Dunlap. Re lished a new world's record for daily owned by L. A. Hulburt. Indepenon Harbour road and have returned '
Keith Richards and Edward Dun- The Copper Club met Thursday ,
Preston Foster, Madge Evans, H. B. Warner
cipients of quilts were Nina Delano. cattle under 305-day test rules. Un- dence, Org.. Ls traveling across thc
to Port Washington, N.: Y„ for the j bar went Friday .to Portland where at the home of Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. !
in the Republic Picture, "Army Girl."
Elsie Calderwood; embroidered pil der official test supervised by The continent to Columbus. O.. where
winter.
they will take an examination for An added attraction to the delectalow slips, Eugene Burgess.
American Jersey Cattle Club, from she will be displayed at the National
The Methodist Ladies- Aid Society ' admission to the U. S. Army.
ble menu served at noon was an last week and to be given at the
APPLETON RIDGE
Dec. 1, 1937, to Oct. 1. 1938. she pro- Dairy Show as "The Cow that
The
Knit-Wits
met
Tuesday
with
Henry
Benson
of
the
J.
C.
Curtis
attractive
birthday
cake
in
honor
worship service. Special music for
will meet Wednesday at 2 o'clock
duced 1020.52 pounds of butterfat. {Jumped Over the Mcon."
Erdine
Calderwood.
Hardware
Co.,
and
Scott
Roberts,
of
the
birthday
anniversary
of
Mrs
j
this
program
will
be
furnished
by
with Mrs. Annie Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Luce and
Christian Endeavor will meet
The Brownies will hold their manager of the Comique Theatre, Effie Veazie who was also remem- the choir. The Epworth League
family of Oakland were guests last Sunday at 6 o'clock with Miriam
first meeting of the season at Mrs are leaving Sunday on an exten- bered with a gift. Next week the will meet for a devotional and busi
Club will meet with Mrs. Maynard ness session at 6 p. m. The 7 o'clock weekend of Mrs. Nina Hart.
Greenleaf, leader,
Wysong's house on Harbour road, sive tour of the southern states.
Mrs. A. H. Moody. Mrs. L. N.
Monday, at 4 o'clock. They are I
j Ingraham.
evening service will be illustrated by
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A Smalley
planning to have an achorn hunt.
WEST ROCKPORT
Rev' J W Hyssong has h*611 lrv ' the stereopticon. as will the remain Mocdy and daughter Ruth visited returned Tuesday from Rockland.
The Woman s Baptist Mission
------.vlted t0 sP«k at th« H1«h Sch0°1 ing Sunday evening services of relatives last Saturday in Augusta
SNAPSHOT ODDITIES
Mrs. Mildred Torfason is guest of
Circle will meet at the church par-1 Dordthy Watts of South Hope assembly next Thursday morning October. Hymns for the praise and attended Sidney Fair.
her mother, Mrs. M. Moody in Nova
lor next Tuesday at 2.30.
! visited last Saturday at Mrs. Ver- using as theme. “The Value of service will be sung from the screen
MacKenzie Williams, who has Scotia.
The Baptist Church: Worship non Tolmans.
Christianity to Young People."
and the pastor message in the been in Aroostook County, has re
Freighter Penobscot is loading
Sunday at 11 o'clock Sermon by Mrs. Nellie Parker entertained
Donations to the Red Cross may "Parable of the Ten Virgins" will turned home.
fish fillets for the Bay Slate Fish
Rev. Mr Brown, subject: "We Need the Ladies' Mission Circle Thusday ** left at The Studio Gift Shop or be illustrated by several slides.
Miss Barbara Bryant of Cran ing Co. Boston.
a World War.” Anthems by the afternoon. There was a large at- ^he P°st <->®ce
Miss Jessie Lowe visited Wednes
berry Isles has been guest of Lucy
The Baptist Ladles Circle met j
mixed quartet. Vespers at 7 o'clock tendance. Included in the program
day in Rockland.
Edward K. Thorndike
Moody.
I
Knox County Teachers' Conven
with the young people's vested was an original poem, a tribute to this we*lt at the home of Mrs. WilMrs. Edith Fuller and sons, who
Edward K. Thorndike. 74 died
choir. Brief sermon on "Losing Mrs. Emma .Leach, written by Mrs. llam Whitney. Next Wednesday ,
have been spending a few days with tion will be held Tuesday in Rock
suddenly
Thursday
morning
at
his
Your Balance." Church school at Margaret Andrews. Mrs.. Leach the circle will hold an all-day ses- heme on Camden road. Although relatives ln Massachusetts have re land. A large delegation from this
9 45: Pastor's Biv>le class at TO; left the following day for Florida. si°n ®t the home of Mrs. B. H.
town will attend.
he had been in ill health the past turned home accompanied by Mrs.
Young People's Forum at 6. Ufid- The next meeting Oct. 20 will be Paul.
A party was held Wednesday at
Fuller s sister. Helen.
few
years
and
about
a
month
ago
I Mrs. Mildred Rhodes has been ap"Green Gables." featuring the birth
week devotional service Thursday held with Mrs. Henry Lamson.
Mrs. Esther Moody and children.
• • - •
«
J pointed delegate to the State W C. had suffered a severe heart attack
day of Mrs. Eva Smith. Others
at 7.30. Philathea Class Friday
he had been up and about the house Barbara Bryant were visitors Tues
Trophy
Awarded
by
Grange
T.U.
convention
at
Portland.
Oct
present were Edith Newbert. Alice
night. Young people's choir re
The Orange started its fall sea- 2#-28 representing the Camden each day even to the morning of day in Freedom and South Liberty. Strickland. Lora Hardlscn. Minnie
hearsal Friday night at 6 30.
his death, when he arose at about Her mother, Mrs. Laura Fuller ls
Smith, Maude Arey, Lillian Carver
Methodist Church: Worship 10.30. son with Booster Night and a pub- branch. The president Etta Fer6 30 and the end came suddenly with her daughter Mrs. Linda Jew
lic
baked
bean
supper.
At
an
open
nald
of
Camden
will
also
attend
in
preaching by the pastor, subject.
and Emma Winslow-.
about a half hour later.
ett in South Liberty.
Elizabeth Gray, who is employed
“Go Forward." This is annual session. County Agent Wentworth that capacity,
Funeral
services
will
be
held
this
Word has been received from at Knox Hospitkl, came home Tues
At a recent meeting of the High
Rally Day. with music under the gave an illustrated lecture on garSaturday at 2 o'clock at the horn?. Rev. and Mrs. Louis Watson of East
direction of A. F. Sherman Church dening which was followed by the School Athletic Association these
day fcr two weeks' vacation.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon of the Rockland Dover, Vt.. since the recent hurri
awarding
of
the
trophy
and
other
officers
were
chosen:
President,
School and Bible classes 11.45
Thc Bridge Eight were entertained
Episcopal Church officiating Burial cane and flood. The locality in
Classes for all ages Happy Hour prizes to local residents who are Robert Cain; vice president. Ethel
Wednesday night by Mrs. Christine
will be in Mountain cemetery ln which they live was badly damaged
service 7. Talk by the pastor, sub striving to beautify their surround- Hall: secretary. Vera Easton; treaChristie. Lunch was served.
Camden.
by the wind and flood waters.
ings.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Lunsurer,
Lyle
Noyes.
ject: "The Lay Preacher.” Song
Installation of officers of Ocean
Mr. Thorndike was bom in this
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Crozier have
service, duet by Mrs. Payson and den were awarded the first prize—
Bound Rebekah Lodge will be held
town,
son
of
the
late
Eben
and
High School Notes
Mrs. Dyer. Church Night Service. a beautiful little loving cup en- returned to Prince Edward Island
Tuesday night. Installing officers
after a week s visit with his mother Julia (Shepherd' Thorndike. His
Thursday night, 7, in the vestry, graved with the numerals 1938.
are District Deputy President Flor
At
the
first
meeting
of
the
Ath

Giant frog. Some wag painted eyes and mouth on a big roadside boulder—
early life was spent in the town of
Other prizes of plants were Mrs. Minnie Crozier
topic: “Praise God.”
ence Lawson and D. D. Marshal Ar
and an alert picture-taker came along and snapped an excellent "oddity”
letic
Association.
Dorothy
Gushee
his
birth.
At
the
age
of
21
he
went
The Garden Club will meet Tuesolcture. Keep your eyes open for things such as this—they add interest to
“Are sin. disease, and death real?" awarded to Mrs. M. A. Fogler and
lene White. Both are members of
was
elected
manager
of
the
girls'
to Boston where for more than 25
your album.
is the subject of the Lesson-Sermon Miss May Fogler. Joseph Andrews day night at the home of Mr. and
this lodge. A turkey supper will be
years he was engaged in business. basketball team and Freeman
and
Mrs.
Emma
V.
Leach;
while
in
Mrs.
Frederick
Richards.
An
inthat will be read Sunday in all
pvO YOU keep your eyes open for "stralght-up” Rhot—with short time
Oushee. manager of the boys' team. served at 6 o'clock. Mae Lawry will
the juvenile group were Nancy An- j terestlng program is being ar- On returning here in 1912 he be
Churches of Christ. Scientist.
odd and curious things which exposure if you have a slow camera,
The seniors are having rehear be in charge of the kitchen and
came
manager
of
the
local
office
ranged.
» Seaside Chapter. OES will meet drews and Mary Tolman.
Elizabeth Ross the banquet hall
might
be material for an “unusual or a snapshot if your camera has a
sals
for
their
three-act
comedy
fast lens. The resulting picture will
Then followed the 4-H Club proMiss Dorothy Cobb, who has been of the Rockland-Rockport Lime Co “Aunt Jerushy on The Warpath"
Monday night. Refreshments-Will
Beulah Gilchrist has returned picture” section In your snapshot
liolding that position until the office
be fantastic—hut a good subject for
gram.
The
opening
exercises
were
visiting
Rev.
and
Mrs.
N.
F.
Atwood
follow the meeting.
from a week's vacation in Worcester, album?
your album.
was discontinued. An unusually with this cast: Keith Mink. Philip
Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters concluded by the songs. “Cathedral for a week returned Thursday to
Mass.
Watch for such subjects when
Keene.
Jesse
Arrington
William
Shadows often produce picture
'
active
mind
and
a
keen
sense
of
meet' Tuesday. Supper will be in the Pines," and "When Mother Vinal Haven. M. R. Keyes, for sevHarold Chandler and Frances you are on a picture-taking jaunt, oddities. Shadows of bars at the zoo
McIntosh. Gertrude IRipley. Doro
humor
made
friends
for
him
of
all
served at 6 o'clock with all mem Nature Sings her Lullaby." Arlene oral years superintendent of schools
Martin were married last Saturday and you may bo surprised at the may put a striped coat on a lion.
those with whom he came in contact thy Gushee, Jennie Zachowski,
bers asked to take whatever they Keller then read her club story and at Sullivan was also a recent visitor
things you find. Oddly twisted trees Curved surfaces, such as a chrom
bv
L. B. Dyer, notary public.
] and he will be greatly missed among Barbara Wentworth and Gwendo
Carolyn Andrews and Hazel Nutt at the Methodist parsonage,
that look like old men—a freakish ium bowl or convex mirror, produce
wish toward same.
The Junior 4-H Club met Tues
lyn
Esancy.
Mrs. J. W. Hyssong and Mrs. i his associates.
bit
of architecture—a wall-shadow oddly distorted reflections you can
Edward Manning, a student at played a piccolo duet. A club story
day at the home of the leader. Mrs.
Surviving are a sister, Miss Nellie
that
looks like a human fare In pro picture. And here's an Idea: put a
written
and
read
by
Sylvia
Heald
Mildred
Rhodes
with
Mrs.
Emma
the Bangor Theological Seminary’,
Cook, and elected as officers: Presi
ROCKVILLE
;Thorndike
of
Rockport
and
twj
file
—
an unusually realistic scare small subject such as a kitten or
is guest of his parents. Mr. and came next and a piano solo by Leach. Mrs. M. J. Oxton. Mrs. J. F
dent, Marilyn Carver; vice presi crow In a farmer’s field—novel puppy on a glass-topped lawn table,
nieces
Miss
Margaret
Simonds
of
Heald. Mrs. Mabel Heald and Mrs.
Mrs. Lawrence Manning for the Charlene Heald followed.
Nature's paint brush has hit the dent. Norma Phillips; secretary. cloud forms—all these are candi and snap a picture from underneath.
Demonstration of a style dress Anna Clark of West Rockport mo Indianapolis and Miss Ruth Sim
If you take care that the glass picks
weekend.
trees
with varied colors including Priscilla Chilles; treasurer. Ruth dates for the “unusual picture" col
up no reflections, it will be invisible
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Leadbetter revue in a new dress made by her tored to Warren Monday to attend onds of Rockport.
Kittredge;
cheer
leader.
Matia
Rob

lection.
brilliant red, orange, yellow and
• • • •
-and the subject will seem to be
have returned from a trip to Nova self was given by Blanche Collins. a basket meeting of the Lincoln
Observe
reflections,
too.
Plrture
inson;
reporter.
Etta
Lawry;
color
many shades of green making the
floating in air!
William J. Latta
Next there was a saxophone solo Baptist Association.
the
upside-down
reflection
of
a
Scotia.
hill sides resplendent and gorgeous. bearer. Addie York. The 12 mem
These pictures are fun—both to
Miss Ann Townsend has closed
Mr and Mrs. Harry Therber are by Dorothy Keller and remarks by
Word has been received from In this locality along Macey's Pond bers have named the club, “The hulldlng in water. Turn the picture take and to show to your friends. A
right
side
up,
and
the
water
ripples
the club leader, Mrs Henry Keller her cottage and returned to Phila Philadelphia of the death of Wilat the Homestead for the winter
On invitation of the look like heat waves. Extreme angle good collection of "guess what?” or
especially the trees are very bril- j Winners.
Mrs. Fannie Pullen was visiting in who thanked friends for their co delphia.
liam J. Latta, which occurred Sept. ,jant gn£j the pjcture mirrored in Senlor 4’H Club, the girls engaged
shots of some subjects, taken with “guess how?” pictures ran provide
operation. She spoke of the good
Services at the Baptist Church, 29. Mr. Latta, a former general
town Thursday.
hours of entertainment at a party.
the body of water has been distinct in sewing Thursday night at the camera pointed straight up or
Build up a clever album of such
Mrs. Emma Hills of Belfast is work done by Mildred Tolman. one J. W. Hyssong. minister: Rally Day agent of the Pennsylvania Rail
vestry.
straight
down,
often
produce
weird
and beautiful.
of the youngest members only 10 will be observed with exercises ap road, died at his home at Chestnut
guest of Mrs. Alice Outhouse.
effects. For example, put the camera snapshots; it's not hard, and you’ll
Mr. and Mrs. E H. Perry went
have pictures worth while.
Mrs. Frederick Schipper of Ban-! years of age, who even though she propriate to the occasion at the Hill at the age of 86
Dr. Stratton will b<r-at his Vinal on the floor at the bottom of a wellMonday
on
a
two-day
motor
trip,
John van Guilder.
lighted
circular
staircase
and
take
a
moved
away
early
in
the
summer
gor rspent Thursday with her par
Church School hour at 12: Morn
For many years Mr Latta was a
Haven office from the boat's arrival
ents. Mr and Mrs. Frank Alexander. has completed her project and ing service of worship at 11; ser summer resident of this town oc- i They visited friends in Lewiston on the afternoon of Monday. Oct.
{ enroute and spent Monday night
Mrs. Amos Pitcher has returned faithfully attended the meetings. mon subject, "Abraham;" 6 p m. I cupying with his family the
10 until its departure Wednesday
home after having spent the past She also spoke of the assistance Y.PB.CE. with the newly elected ! tage which he built on Beauchamp . with Mrs. Perry's niece Mrs. Alton morning.—adv.
given by Miss Lucinda Rich, county j president, Guy Young, leader; 7 ] Point, and which was one of the i Jacobs in (Norway.
week in Boston.
Oeorge Hall has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. James Diplock have club agent. Miss Rich in turn o'clock service of worship and song, ' first cottages to be erected in that
MINTURN
I
a
recent trip to Boston.
returned home after having occu- praised the club highly for the subject “The Business of the Church section of the town.
I Mr. and 'Mrs. Matthew Starr are
pied Mrs. Diplock's mother's home quality of the work accomplished, and the Christian."
He entered the railroad service
Mrs, Hannah Stanley has been
in Thomaston for six weeks.
| Six of the eight members have
a business transaction of local in 1870 as a telegraph operator, and in Newton. Mass, where they will
ill
with a cold.
The installation of Maiden Cliff enrolled for another year.
interest took place recently when j making rapid advancement in his i pass the winter.
Oscar Johnson of the dragger:
| O iW. Carroll is enlarging his
George H. Glaentzel. who for the : work he soon became superinten
house by the addition of a glassed- "Althea J.” spent last weekend at
past 33 years has operated the Lily dent of the Altoona division of the
home.
by Squier
in porch.
Pond Nurseries in town, sold the Pennsylvania in 1881. Three years
Mrs. Minnie Parker is visiting her
business to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bry later he was elected general agent
daughter Mrs. Beatrice Simomns of
JlulaTj^ [Bee.MVEVE’Lfo
Original of ‘Home, Sweet Home’
ant of Camden. Mr. Glaentzel, be ] Resigning from railroading in 1889
Spruce Head.
The original manuscript of
PLAYED THE
ZN
muse of ill health will retire and he entered private business as a
Capt. Lester Kent passed last
FIDDLE AT6plans in the spring to visit his old I transportation agent for manv “Home, Sweet Home" is in the mu weekend at home.
WAS 3TIUseum
of
the
Eastman
school
of
mu

playing it-in
home in Dresden, Germany. Mr. : Philadelphia industrial concerns
Freeman Roberts of Vinal Ha
VAUDEVILLEsic, Rochester, N. Y.
and Mrs. Bryant are now living i Three years ago he retired from ac •
WHEN THE WAR
ven spent last weekend in town.
BROKE OUT...
at the nurseries, Mr. and Mrs. tive work.
Christian Work in Chinese
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Norwood,
JACK JOINED
Glaentzel retaining an apartment
There is record of a translation and Eugene Sprague returned home
Surviving are a son William J.
THE NAVY.
on the second floor of the main Latta, Jr., and four daughters, Mrs. 'nto Chinese of the first Christian last Saturday from Stonington
house.
W. Griffin Gribbel of Philadelphia work in China, the Book of the Jew- where Mrs. Sprague is receiving
The church school hour at 10 and Rockport. Mrs. Harry A. Frank. ish Messiah, dating 635-38.
medical aid.
o'clock Sunday, at the Methodist I Mrs. Dozier Finley and Miss Kath New York Needed Few P. O. Clerks
Mrs. Bernice Karlson. Mrs. Mar
Church will be used for rehearsal erine Latta.
In 1812 there were only four clerks jorie Stinson passed Monday with
and the final arrangement of the
Funeral services were held Oct. in the post office at New York and Mrs. Ada Tinker.
Rally Day program, postponed from 1 with burial at West Laurel Hill part of their compensation was
Mrs. Vincent Bridges and daugh
AMERICAS FOREMOST
board with the postmaster.
cemetery, Philadelphia.
ter Sheila arrived home Monday
COMEDY STAB.
from Stonington.
Rattan Palm Longest Plant
HEARD SUNDAYS ON N9C SRE0 NETWORK
Freeman Sprague, Mrs. Hazel
CHECK THESE FIRSTS
LINCOLNVILLE
The record for length in the plant
GETTIN’ LATE
□POPPED N (GETTI
Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Grass
world
is
held
by
the
rattan
palm,
a
THAT MAKE ROYAL FIRST!
--___ .TO WATCH A
V
and
son
Virgil of Sunshine spent
giant
seaweed
which
may
exceed
Maurice
Pottle,
Ernest
Connors
.(ACCIDENT?
'VANITIES'
R.E[NOPE-A/Jg^/fP/J
< >-r—--- ' HE ARSAL . ..
970 feet in length.
Sunday at this island visiting
and
Earl
Rankin,
students
at
the
■
OPENING NIGHT
friends.
HE WAS STILL
U. of M„ passed the weekend at
Syncopated Rhythm in Music
THERE -AS THE
their homes.
STAR OF THE
Syncopated rhythm is found in
SHOW I
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller, accom- ■ the music of nearly every savage
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley or semi-civilized nation.
Cilley arrived Monday from a trip
The World War Slaughter
to St. Johns.
Almost
twice as many men were
CEVEN skilled workmen were saved a day's wages recently when
WAR OVEQ.HE RETURNED
SPEED . . . Greater volume I EASE
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Hardy and killed in the World war as in all
”O VAUOEVILLE AS A M0N, . . With many exclusive feetureal
radio-facsimile beat the mails by many hours. A sudden change in
family returned Monday to Lake the wars from 1790 to 1913.
OLOGIST-CARRYING HIS NOW SILENT
CAPACITY . . . Better typing (eater I
plans of the RCA exhibit building at the World's Fair grounds In Flushing
ECONOMY... Lower operating coats I
FIDDLE.. MET 4 MARRIED MARY
land. Fla., after passing the sum
would have made it necessary to lay off these men for a day while new
DURABILITY ... Record, prove it 1
LIVINGSTONE WHO CLIMAXED THE
Pinch of SuulT as 'Treat'
mer in town.
i
drawings were coming from Philadelphia to New York. However, the
CEREMONY BY FAINTING.
In early days many of the new
ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
architect in the Quaker City rushed the new plans to the R.C.A. Com
Rev. George Hoxie will lecture
78 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
fathers set up the boys to a pinch
MAYOQ OF VOLCANO,
munications office there, and within ten minutes the radio-facsimile
Telephone 3-0636
Oct. 16 at 2 p. m. and 7 p. m. at the ol snuff.
CALIF., HE LIVES IN
equipnieut, which had been installed previously at the World's Fair
AMONG THE FIRST TO TURN TO
United Christian Church.
HO LLYW0O0 .. HE
grounds, had placed the completed sketch in the hands of contractors.
ENJOYS HORSE RACING, RADIO, JACK IS NOW ITS HIGHEST
WORLD S NO. 1
Fibers in Pound of Cotton
Mrs. Rosalyn Garland of Portland
The photo shows C. W. Fitch, RCA representative, at left, and Louis
CHOCOLATE SODAS 4 PAID STAR... WRITES MUCH OF HIS
A single pound of cotton may con
TYPEWRITER
was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Skidmore, architect, studying the finished plans with the contractors;
HOME UFE WITH MARY SCRIPT-REHEARSES SNOLESSLV...
tain
as
many
as
100
million
fibers.
&HIS DAUGHTER NAOMI. LIKES TO WORK WITH HIS HAT ON,
insert, the men on the Job a few minutes later.
A M Rass

Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Spear are
in Providence making the trip with
their son-in-law and daughter. Dr. j
and Mrs. George Ingraham, who j
were returning home from a visit
at the JSpear home.
Mrs Martha White has returned
to Worcester, Mass., after a visit
with relatives.

As collected by our correspondent
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Every-Other-Day

served to members. Plans were
completed for the dinner next Tues
‘POEMS OF PROFIT’
—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
day noon for the Farmers' iUnion
stockholders' meeting.
VxJILL
JESSIE M. STEWART
ALENA L. STARRETT
The Contract Club met yesterday
j afternoon in the Harriet Levensaler
WHERE
Correspondent
Correspondent
house. There were four tables. Miss
TO GET 'EM
j Lucy Rokes having highest score.
TeL 149-13
TeL 49
ANY KINO AND
Mrs. W. T. Flint second. Miss Lizzie
GRAPE
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Strout of Levensaler third, and Mrs. Maynard '
IA4
STOCK,
Miss
Beatrice
Merrifield
is
emTortland called on Mr. and Mrs. Al- ispear fourth Next Priday the club
-TO MEASURE,
I will meet with Mrs. Flint.
P'*o>'ed at the Congress shirt factory
fred Strout Thursday morning.
F INI E-ST
The
mpetine cf
Mrs Walter Stackpole entertained
The Ortnher
October meeting
ci th”Nurse
Nurse in Bath, and is making her home
MADE
friends at an all-dav nicnic Thurs- 1 Association was held lastnight in i "lth her mother Mrs. Clarence
friends at an all-day picnic Thursrooms
Yeung in Woolwich. Mrs. Edward
dav at her Spruce Head cottage. In tne selectmen s rooms.
B
H
, i
....
Leonard and daughter. Miss Frances
the party were Miss Emma StackI,
.
,
__ , _ .
. ...
Pvthian Sisters' Convention
| Menard are also employed at that
pole, Mrs. Bernard Robinson, Mrs.
factory.
Emerson Watts. Mrs. Arthur Kal
The Knox County Pythian Sis
loch, Mrs. Sillery. Mrs. Russell Hoff ters' Convention was held Thursday [ Schools will be closed Tuesday be- i
ses, Mrs. Herbert Newbert. Mrs. O. in the Pythian hall. The school' cause of the County Teachers' Con-)
vention in Rockland.
E. Wilson and Miss Harriet Wilson.
I
of
instruction
in
the
afternoon
was
The semi-annual election of offl-l'"
....... •••; Mrs. Augusta Moon has returned |
cers and supper of the Beta Alpha 1 "ed attended and there was a large from a visit with her daughter, Mrs
will be held Monday night in the attendance in the evening, repre- ; William Harvey on Andrews Island.!'
Mrs. William Barrows, and Mrs
Baptist vestry.
sentatives present from the Tem
Miss Alice L. Tuttle leaves this ples in Friendship. Warren. Belfast. , 5lara Lermond entertained the home , of her sister. Mrs. Louis
Notices of Appointment
Probate Notices
Christmas Club at a lobster dinner Fales for a time,
morning for a short visit with her Camden and North Haven.
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisement* In this column not
j Tnursday at the home of Mrs. Bar- ‘ Douglas Libby of Foxboro. Mass
sisters, Mrs. Harold Dodge in Bos
________L ______
....... _
To all persons Interested In cither to exceed three lines Inserted once fo»
I. Charles
Veazie._ ...„
Register
of ProOfficers
were
chosen
from
those
rows. Present besides the hostesses And his mother. Mrs E E. Hallo- bate for the County of Knox, in the cf the estate* hereinaf.er named:
ton and Mrs. Edward Fettoril in
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
Temples: Mrs. Oliver of Friendship were Vrs Qlrinsv vinal Urs vimpr well and her daughter Verna of
“alQe hereby certify that in
A- „ probate Court held at Rockland, ditional lines five cents each for one
Annville, Pa.
most excellent clTlef- Mrs AhbiM
S° 5 Vlna1' MrS Elmer;
anQ n€r aaugnter. Verna.
the following estates the persons were ,n „nd lor the county of Knox, on time 10 cents for three times. Bis
Thursday Club was entertained most excellent cmei, Airs. adol jameson gr jjrs George Newbert. Jtfferson. were in this town Mon- appointed Administra'ors. Executors. ,he 20th dav of September in the \f?ar small words to a line
Stickney of Warren, past chief; j Mfs N B Eastman Mrs. George day calling on friends.
?a£nS" “Ud °" “* ^n^tmrn^i^SV ad'jouVSZ
this week by Mrs. Stanley MacgoMrs.
Esther
Simmons.
Camden.
Walker
MUs
Susan
stevens.
Mrs
Miss Constance Jenkins. Who was
HARRY C CONANT. late of Wash- ment from day to day from the 20th
wan. Mrs. W. B. D. Gray received
ington. deceased
Sidney Humes of day of said September. The following
first prize, Mrs. Oscar Crie second, senior; Mrs. Elizabeth Greenlaw of Fred Mathews and Miss M. Grace employed during the summer at Washington was appointed Admr Aug matters having been presened for the
North
Haven,
junior;
Mrs
Shirley
North Waver, hot returned efudiet 16. I®-8* and qualified by filing bond action thereupon hereinafter Indicated
wortn naven nas resumed studies
# 1#38
( lt ,8 herebv ordered:
Walker.
and Mrs. Charles Smith consolation.
SALLIE HOUSTON HENRY, late of
That notice thereof be given to all
The Thomaston Farmers' Union Bowley of Warren, manager; Mrs.
Edwin Emerson of Portland was as a senior at the High school.
Inhn lenlrinc who was a natien- Philadelphia. Pa deceased
Charles J persons Interested, by causing a copy
LIVE tuna fish wanted, also 10 bushwill have a meeting in the K. P. Jennie Eustis of Belfast, protector; guest Thursday of Mrs. Emerson
jonn jenKins wno was a pauen, Biddie a!ld oerald Rjnon. both of said of this order to be published three I els live _
___ _______
_ want
_ to hire a
mackerel
and
banquet rooms next Tuesday at 2 Mrs. Jennie Kendall of Belfast, and Raychel Emerson. Mr. Emer at Knox Hospital, has returned Philadelphia were appointed Exrs. weeks successively tn The Courler-Ga- i 30 to 46 ft. power boat HARMON
July
19.
1933
and
qualified
by
filing
zet
e
a
newspaper
published
at
RockLOBSTER
POUND
No
2,
Vlnal Haven
o'clock. An invitation is extended guard.
If you have Real Estate to buy
bond Sept. 13, 1938 Z M Dwlnal of i fend In said County, that they imay ap- J
121-123
son wil! leave today for Chicago, to home.
The
degree
team
was
chosen
from
Camden
was
appointed
Agent
In
Maine
pear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
'
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
to everybody who might be inter
« « • •
attend a safety conference as dele
PRANCES
w
potter lets of Med- '!ald Rockland on the 18th day of Octo-1 ODD Jobs, cleaning. Inside or outwish to rent or hire a Home or
ested. The subject for the meet- the floor, the leaders Mrs. Edith gate.
ferd Mass deceased
Grace EmUv ' ber A D 1938 at n,ne O<<lock In the ride, by the hour, wanted by capable
Golden Wedding Anniversary
Cottage, advertise in this column.
Manning of' Greenfield'. Mass . wu, ap- forenoon, and be heard thereon If they man; references furnished McALLI6ing is “How Can Farmers Secure a w>nie of Warren and Mrs °°ra
TER. 84 Crescent St,, or (Tel 809-W
Telephone 770.
Mrs. Ada Spear entertained at a
Admx. C T. A , Sept 20. 1938 j fee cause
Mr. and Mrs Frank B. Cargill, pointed
121*123
More Satisfying Market for Their jMaxcy of this towncandiand qualified toy filing bond on same , HARRY L. JOHNSTON, late of Rockrecent
chicken
dinner.
Mrs.
May
date
Henry
Heselton
of
Gardiner,
was
’
land,
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
'
Ina *55?? ' sm^suEr
money.“<itrln<kentlal'eli-K
HOUSE for sale at 7 Fluker1SV. ThomProducts?' Speakers expected are I dates were Mrs. Mertie Grover of Marshall of York who is visiting in observed their golden wedding an appointed Agent In Maine
Raymond N. Atherton. University! Thomaston and Mr. Hall of Cam this town and Union. Mm A. T. niversary at their home at Pleasant CHARLKS S SMAI.U late of Rock- 1
..X
have sa,ne
paying for aston. Inquire on PREMISES. 121-123
nd
deceased
Adelaide
S
Small
of
I
1
uet
'
1
esiaineniary
lhsue
vo
Mary
e*.
advertisement.
JENNTE
TA1T
Tel.
—
__ ~”tt—'—. ■ ■
- -------- —
■
land, deceased. Adelaide S. Small of Johnston of Rockland, she being the
ion
SMALL furnished house to lei at
of Maine Extension Economics den.
Norwood. Mrs. Walter Leavitt, and Ville. Sunday a group Of nearly 40 ' Rockland was appointed Exx . Sept. 20. Executrix named in said Will, without 663-W
120-124 spyyce Head near salt water; new
Following
the
work.
Mrs.
Mary
1938. without bona.
1 Marketing)
who will present
CAMEO pin lost Wednesday at Union i ^ara®f' ^eal for cottage, through fall
Mrs. Oliver Libby.
giving them a surprise party. They
HEI1JN T WATTS latc of Thomas bond.
Liberal reward for return to months or as year-around home; rent
"Locker Refrigeration" with pic Eider of Portland the Grand Chief
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1241-123 cter Knight's store.
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RODERICK J MACKENZIE, late of Henry of Thomaston, or some other j
MODERN rooms to let at 37 W1LLOW
! tage.
In The Churches
home next Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cargill were nw- I Fairfield Connecticut, deceased. The suitable person, be appointed Admx..
YOUNG man wants par: time work SI
’21*123
Brldgeport-Clty
Trust
Company
of
I
without
bond.
|
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and
weekends
126
Mr and Mrs. Edward Doman
St. James Catholic Church: Mass
Bluebonnet Troop. Girl Scouts of ried Sept. 28. 1888 by Augustin Bridgeport. Conn . was appointed Ex- ' asTATE JOHN K. DUNN, of Warren.! WASHINGTON ST. Camden. Tel. CamFURNISHED apartment to let at 17
120*122 Warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST
went to Portland this morning tc at 9 a. m. Sunday.
Rockland will meet Monday night CoggsweH. J. P.. in Washington ecutor Sept 20. 1938. and qualified by Petition for License to Sell certain Real den 415
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Petition tor tree
tree8experts.
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Steady wJuk.
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--------__J._
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and
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The Baptist Choral Society had Chnfch 3
m Evenso
and S€r. tainment
F A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT
ward Leonard and Clinton Cargll.. qualified by filing bond on same date situated in Rockport, and fully de race.
,-m. ,•>, ed- Janitor service, water paid, garage.
CO
supper in the vestry Tuesday pre- Hion.
1 —
Attest:
120-121 Rental $30 month See MIKE ARMAscribed In s^d Petition, presented by F
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CHARLES
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VEAZIE
Winfield
Robbins
of
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Admr.
MALE.
Instruction.
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to
take
up XA;vMe!!s ®hoP' Main and Park St.
ceding reheearsal The tables were
Baptjst Church: Bible School at LodBe wU1
installed Monday |grandchildren,
Register
ESTATE WILLIAM H CONDON, late Air Conditioning and Electric Refrig-; Rocaland______________________ 119-tf
118-S-124
Must; THREE furnished rooms tor light
attractive with autumn decorations g
Morning worship at 11. the n*8ht by Mrs. William Stanford I Present at the party were Mr and
of Friendship, deceased Petition for eratlon and better themselves
Perpetual Care of Burial Lot. presen be mechanically Inclined, willing to j house keeping with private bath Apply
and this tempting menu; fresh , preacher
j a Bevea of Easton district deputy president, and her Mrs. John Smith, and five children.
118-tf
ted by Marguerite G. Condon of Port train tn spare time :o qualify. Write. 65 NORTH MAIN ST
UTILITIES INST , care The Courier- - ■ _ —--------—------------------------------ { crabmeat salad, escalloped potatoes Mus]c
inc]ude {he ftnthem staff
land. Admx.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and
Gazette
119*121
THREE modern centrany located
UNION
ESTATE LENA C. CONARY, late of
. _ perpetual
___
apartments to let Including
u ter
ts' **luas • toma 0 "Peace of God' (Gounod), solo by
Program numbers at the meeting Franklin Smith of Thomaston; Mr
Rockland, deceased. First and ltnal 1 RIGH school girl wants work taking j hot water supply, central heating plant,
pickles, hot muffins, coffee and cake.
care
of
children
evenings
TEL
125-J
newly
renovated
One
apt
furnished
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Young
and
four
Faithful
Servants
Class
of
the
X
C
lph%p£T&r.
d
aI
“
>wf,nce
by
Miss Margaret Simmons and duet1 oi the Woman's Club Thursday in119*121 Applv SILSBY FLOWER SHOP. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Richards White
318-W or 318-R. cltv
with Raymond K Greene, and eluded dance routines, "Yankee children. Miss Beatrice Merrifield, Mtthodist Church contributed $1.10
118-tf
ESTATE LAWRENCE P AMES late
POSITION
a<
working
housekeeper
of Rockland were special guests,
cf Vinalhaven. deceased
First and wanted In smaU ____
_ by ________
THREE furnished rooms to let, heatladies' trio "Blessed Are the Pure Doodle Sweetheart." "The Girl in and Percy Merrifield of Woolwich; to the Red Cross fund.
family
American
, final account presented for allowance woman
and the others present were Mrs
GRACE G WALL. Tenan-S'ed- Kas stove, bath and garage at 136
Bethel Rebekah Ledge and M’
Leroy e Ames. Admr
in Heart" 'Hodges), Miss Laura the Bonnet of Blue," and "Ten Sanford Cargill. Philip Ccmeau.
119*121 TALBOT AVE Rent reasonable. 115-tf
Harbor
Grace M Strout. choir director.
Meserve at the piano. Christian Pretty Girls," by Miss Beverly Co- Mrs. George Weaver, son Edward Horeb Encampment will hold a pub- Th^Ja^n.^V® ed ’f?m® and* lint! POSITION, as allround cook. „ T | HOUSE on Fulton St . to let; bath;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M Starrett,
vn »» cellar; shed: $20 month, water paid.
Er.deavor will meet at 6; and the ean of Rockland; piano solos.1 daughter Dorothy, and a grandson jjc installation Tuesday night. Ap- oeeouht presented for aUowance by PERRY, 44 Gay St., city
,o-u Tel 1017-J or 313-M HERBERT BARMt. and Mrs. W. J White. Mr and
101-tf
“Robins Return." and "Transcrip- of Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Robert pie ton, Warren, Waldoboro and ^^bieiT leach "u» of st. Georg®,
evening prayer meeting at 7
WATCHMAKER-Repairing watchea. TER.
Mrs. Raymond K Greene and Miss
antiques all kinds. Call and
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let InFederated Church (Congregation-I tion of Carry Me Back to Old Vir-1 Foster of Topsham; Mr. and Mrs Union subordinate lodges are in- deceased win and Petition for Pro- clocks,
dellver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBE31. 23 quire 12 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W. 111-tf
Margaret Simmons of Rockland.
bate thereof, asking that the same may Amesbury
St., Rockland, TeL 958-J.
----- y—------ .■_______ —
al-Methodist>: Sunday School at ginny," by Mrs. Louie Rogers of Ciinton Cargill and three children, vited
be proved and allowed and the’ Letters
iifttf
UNFURNISHED and lurnlshed apts
Mr and Mrs. Fred Butler and child
Testamentary Issue to Charles H Leach
.
to Jet. 25 NORTH MAIN ST.. Tel. 886-M.
9 45. Morning worship at 11. the ; Rockland, who was accompanist for Mr and Mrs Edward Leonard and
Services at the Methodist Church of St G’orge. he being the ENecutor ----------------------------------------------------ren Joyce and Richard of Warren,
109-tf
sermon subject
"Things Jesus Miss Cogans dances. Willis Berry. three children and Edward Davis. Sunday opens at 10 oclock. Tlie named in said Will, with bond
THREE-room furnished apartment to
Miss Laura Meserve of Jefferson.
I
..tv.
v . v
AUSTIN M MOODY, late of RockWould Like to Have Done and always a favorite, played two violin
i I let 57 CRESENT ST
108-tf
, text is Thou hast been to me as a ! land, deceased. Will and Petition for .
nzsrs zi , t n
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster and
Could Not." The anthem will be solos. Mrs. Roland Berry his mother
i i TWO rooms with bath to let. heat.
Probate thereof, asking that the same; ’
I7|1|J C A I L
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deceitful
brook
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waters
that
fail."
daughters. Miss Hester and Miss
I lights,
water;. $5
may be nroved «nd allowed and that . |
_ ______ __________
.
.. week.
___ V. F STUDLEY.
"Thy Holy Day ' (von Berge). Ep being his accompanist.
'By Marion Wallace!
Sunday School wil! follow immedi- Letters Testamentary issue to Elsie C
_ _________ 283
St Tel. 1154 or 330. 108-tf
Virginia. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Strout
Mondv of
of Rockland,
Rockland she
she being
belna the
the EN
Ex- «
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MODERN apartment to let. OVERworth League at 6; and evening
The candid movie camera pictures
Warren High School played Wal- ately after the morning worship Moody
and son Arthur. Mrs. Guy Lermonr.
ecutrlx named In said Will, without
110 VOLT Delco righting plant for ' NESS SARKESIAN, 157 Talbot Ave..
worship at 7. the topic "A New Alle shewn Wednesday by Randolph deboro Tuesday in Waldoboro. They It will be Rally Day observance in bond
File,
2500-watt
complete
with
batteries
Tel.
568-W
107*109-tf
Mrs. Leila Smalley, Miss Olive
CnV.„i
it le
ESTATE CHARLES RUDOLPH BERG- Price. $150 CORNE.UUS GRIY. <51 tin. I
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and
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QVEST
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e
st
George
deceased
St
Camder,.
121*123|
fully
equipped
with
fixtures
Rowell. Miss Louise Thurston. Miss
- ------- also three room apartment In rear—
Pentecostal
Mission:
Sunday yacht "Firenze,” who is passing a held their own 8 to 8 at the end of everyone will make a special effort First *nd final account presented for
Gwendolyn. Miss Ruth Butler. Miss
PARLOR stove In good condition for j toilet, lights, water, shed and small
allowance by Frank H. Ingraham, PubSchool at 1245; afternoon service vacation in Thomaston were great a game shortened because of rain to be present. The your.g people’s ' n
sale. $10 TE3 472-R
121-123 j cellar, both completely furnished. Two
c Adm
Maxine Chapman. Miss Estelle
------------------------------------------------------eight foot plate glass windows Fine
at 2, and evening at 7.
ly enjoyed. The program in the and darkness. All those of this soclety wili meet at 6 o'clock under i Andrew j peters. late cf Boston,
SEVEN-plece oak dining set. excel- 1 place for large or small business, at $6
Moore. Millard Gilmore and Edward
lent
condition.
122
CAMDEN
ST.
119*121
week V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St..
care of Mr^ W. H. Robinson, Mrs school who were interested in play- the leadership of Miss Nason. The wuVand Prebate thereof' tjgethrr’with
Thurston.
7 | Tel. 1154 or 330.
118-tf
ADDIE
Russ
estate
for
sale.
Route
1.
John
C.
Munsey,
Mrs.
Elmer
ing baseball had their chance and Leaguers include in their meeting asg®ng‘mat'thr^y'ot'slid^wiii m'iy
The Garden Club will have the
‘A Little Bird Told Me’
__ _
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
Rockport Apply. Tel or letter. MRS
I2C-122 I FULLER 25 Linden St . Tel. 106-J
final meeting of this season next' This mild expression, "a little Jameson Sr.. Mrs. Samuel Norwood, showed themselves worthv nsr- Scripturereading, religious poetry.! be allowed filed and recorded in th" M E REED. Roxbury Me
snowea tnem.eives wormy pai-|
Probate Court at Knox County, and
Letters Testamentary be issued
Thursday night at 7.30 at Mrs. W blrd toId me" for “1 won’1 betray and Miss Frances Spear, was sup ticipants. Batteries were Winchen- prayer, a discussion period and
HEYWOOD-Wakefleld baby carriage i c^^NS 15 GrOAPstV “ MRS ’"ns’u
Singing. All young people are in- to CbarleF F. Weed and Harold Peters. for sale Price right. W W STRONG. ; LXJLHWb. 15 Prove St__________ 118-tf
T Flint's home. Mrs. H. D. Cne 1 my in*°rmer ”
n°‘ a literal quo- plemented by: Vocal duets. Miss
1120*122
POUR room apartment to let, all
° °
both of Boston. Mass. without bond 48 Grace St.
,
. f tation, but is undoubtedly borrowed Verna Robinson, and Avard Robin- bach and Steele; Siili, Fales. Miller vited
modern
Apply at CAMDEN and
to attend. Sunday evening
ESTATE JOSEPH PATRICK, late of
w.ll speak on her personal experi- frQm Ecclesiastes 10;29; ..Curse
1929 Oldsmobile coupe for sale at *20 ROCKLAND WATER CO., Tel. 634.
Robinson, and Wellington.
service begins at 7 The text is I Vinalhaven, deceased. Petition for Ao- or will trade Used Ford and Chevrolet
ence with carrier pigeons. Refresh- not tbe king, no, not in thy thought: ! son, who played their accompani
118-tf
, ...
. ...
,
ministration, asking that LUy Patrick nsrts. heaters glass, tires. R S JOR
vinalhaven. or some other suitable DAN. 6 Kelley Lane
Miss Jennie Reilly, a mLslonary "His name shall be called Wonderrnents are in charge of Mrs. Jamas and curse not the rich in thy bed ment on guitars; two vocal solos,
120*122
r„. „
,
person, be appointed Admx. without
E Creighton.
chamber: for a bird of the air Alfred Wilson; clarinet solo Miss tc India spoke Monday to the stu lU1! bond.
VERY good buys—Superior lumber:
Glenice
French;
vocal
duets,
Lois
The Community Club is fortunate est ate Charles e brimmlk. late Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid
Preceding the meeting of May shall carry the voice, and that which
dents on “India". Among some of
ing;
also best seasoned Iramlng lumber
.
.
of
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Petition
for
Norwood, and Mary Norwood; ac
flower Temple last night supper was hath wings shall tell the matter.”
In securing the author. Lincoln LOI- Administration, asking that Leonora and boards JAMES Y MESERVE V
cordion and harmonica selections, the interesting facts was a striking cord of Searsport, for its opening “T^'n^^meTAYm^^’rt'h1: G. B Jefferson. Tel North Whitefield
15-23
120*131
Edward Ludwig of Washington; comparison between education in meeting next Tuesday. His subject 1 out bond
DAILY Guide.
Spiritual Reading.
DAIRY butler. 25c per poiuid; also Questions
answered 25c and stamp
Master Chef Oversees 100,000 Meals Daily dance. "The Valse Lucille," Alice this country and India. While only will
be "Literary
Residents
of ! quire.
witness, harry e wii.bur. Es- cabbages, and squash. C
TOLMAN. GEO. JONES, Dlxmont. Me.
W111 ue
Literary rxc
us
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Tel 44-5. Warren
119*121
three
percent
of
people
in
the
119-121
Griffin; skit, “Bicycle Built for
Maine." Mrs. Loretta Rich is m County. Rockland. Maine
MEN of 30. 40, 50! Want Vim, Vigor,
United
States
can
not
read
and
NEW
Hampshire
Reds
Pullets
for
for
rundown
body?
Try
Ostrex
Tablets
Two," Robert
Wyllie, Martha
charleb L. veazie
sale, layers, $150 P O BOX 85. Union of raw oyster stimulants and general
India there are only two charge of the program, aided b>
119*121 body builders If not delighted with
Griffin, Herbert Moon and Warren write, in ...
_
. .
i Mrs. Lottie Gleason. Mrs. Annie Bii: i
Register
the women and ten per- ,
J „
...
118-S.124
hard wood. $6 cord In 1 and results of first package, maker refunds
Philbrook. Accompanists were Mrs. percent, of
.u
,
.
. Ier and Mrs. Alice Kills.
———————— laORES74
Reg. $100
Special now,
cord loads, delivered anywhere frem f.s price
----------------- Rockland
Leroy Norwood, and Mrs. L. Clark cent of the men who can read and
to Belfast
Write or call $1. Call, write C H MOOR & CO.
LEON
CALLAHAN
9
Luce
St
Rockland
write.
She
described
the
revolt
'
_______________________
119*130
I tarium. Among his community ac- or Lincolnville. Rt 2.
French. The proceeds benefited
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Dr. Herbert II. Plumer
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
which
took
place
a
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ago
’
,,
tivlties
ha<
been
leader-ltlo
in
conthe Congregational Ladies Circle.
DRY, hard wood per foot fitted. $1 25. and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARD'
, ...
and gave countless other facts of | Dr. Herbert Hall Plumer, a prac- i struction
of the new school building M B & C. O PFRRY. Tel 467 119-tf WARE CO . Rockland___________ 118-tf
These officers were elected Mon
1936 FORD coupe for sale, cheap, good
interest.
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
ticlr.g physician here for 39 years. ancj
njagonic building,
day night at the annual meeting of
condition. H. D CRIE. Tel. 83 Thom land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
The school has received an in died Friday afternoon at his home1 He is survived by his wife, a aston.
119*121
solicited.
H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
St. Georgs Lodge. F.A.M.: Worship
118-«
vitation to the pre-state series of after a long illness.
THE late Harry C. Conant (property
brother W.llard E. of Portland; situated
ful master. Maurice Davis; senior
at Washington vlUage ls for
football games at Bowdoin College
3ale.
Five-room
house
with
shedi
anl
Dr Plumer was a leader in thc 1 tbree daughteis, Mrs R. G. Kenwarden. Albert W. White; junior
stables, all connected; 37 acres of land,
and will attend the game a week |
affairs cf the Methodist Church and ! rard of Portland. Mrs. Robert Mor- partly wooded. This property must
warden. Marshall White; treasurer,
from Saturday between Bowdoin
sold at once to settle the estate.
was prominent in community ac- ™ of Bc-'ton- and
Verne House be
Benjamin Starrett. secretary. Ches
Also one mare. 6 years old, weighing
and Williams.
1450
pounds, sound and qentle and
tivities
during
his
40
years'
reel;
Lynbrcok,
N.
Y.;
four
sons,
Dr.
ter B Hall; senior deacon. Curtis
good worker. For Information Inquire
The volley ball standing now dence here. He wa* a member of G Ef P'u:ner
Al Th* Lowwi Mcm ha Btotssri
Boston. Charles A Of SIDNEY HUMES. Washington, /rel.
C. Starrett; junior deacon, Sidney
finds the juniors in the lead with ihe Muonic Lodge. Maine Medical
New
York
Osmcn
G
c
f
Gorham
1W-M4
W. Vinal;* senior steward. Henry
Visiting Cards
SMALL house on Georges St.. Thom
two victories and no oefeals. Tlie
W. Starrett; junior steward, Edwin
Association, and was a leader in a; I ,°aul S. cf Augusta; and nine aston. Bath, furnace, garage Price
100 paneled cards, choice el 4
sophomores and freshmen have
reasonable. FRANK D ELLIOT. Thom
size* and 30 styles of engraving,
Gsmmon; trustees. George W
the laymen's activities cf the Maine vranlchildren.
aston.____
l)7-tf
each won 1, and last 1. while the
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ tl.U
Funeral service:; will be held Mon
Walker, Niven C. Crawford and
Methodist Conference.
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Poseniors have lost the two games
soft coal; dry fitted hard
Oscar E. Starrett. The date of
He was born in Bucksport. O:t. 5. day at 2 o'clock from the Metho cahontus
Wedding Announcements
and
Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom
thus far.
dist
Church.
or Invitations
installation will be Oct. 31 with
1874, son of Rev. Charles A. an:!
aston, Tel. 62.
110-tf
On white or Ivory stock—wed
Albert E. MacPhail, retiring mas
Mary 1 Maddox) Plumer. He was a
ding or plate finish. Inside and
ter, as installing officer. Members
resident of Thomaston for a long
NORTH WARREN
home of Alma Jameson in prepara
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
of Ivy Chapter, O.ES, and wives
period while his father was chaplain
CLUDED -------------------- UJI
tion for strips to be woven for the
at the State Prison. He graduated
of members of St. George Lodge are
The -Anderson School Improve Grange fair.
Social Stationery
invited.
from Thomaston High School in ment League has elected as officers:
The Finnish people held a silver
Special styles for men and women.
1892. He attended Bucksport Semi President, Eila Ruitta; vice presi wedding anniversary observance for j
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
A choice ol lovely colors, mono
Den belli, Ccnvenience Outlets, nary for a year and entered Eoston dent, Mary Burgess; secretary, Olive friends Wednesday at White Oak j
grams and style* ol engraving,
S. F. Haskell were, Mr. and Mrs.
Former Chef to Kaiser Wilhelm at Work in Restaurant Kitchen
PLATE INCLUDED___________
Lights and Small Appliances
University Medical School from Rcbinson; treasurer. Nathalie Tol- Grange hall.
Ernest Audette and Mrs. Louise
Beet roses and carrot chrysanthemums add the finishing touch
$2.2$, $3.3$ and up.
Installed and serviced
which he graduated in 1838
Rciierge of Lewiston. Mrs. Ro
John Pculakka has had his house !
nian. School duties are exchanged
to this baked ham which Chef Paul is preparing for a special part,
Pi smptly
In the Childs’ Spanish Garden restaurant in New York City.
Dr. Plumer came here in June of each week.
Business
Stationery *
be; s daughter, Claire, is making
wired for electricity.
600 business cards or Hammermifi
Formerly chef to Kaiser Wilhelm in the Imperial Palace, Berlin,
that year and Sept. 1 was married
her home with Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
Wesley Tolman returned Monday
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
under A. Escoffipr, Paul Reich has catered to the most famoun
Hr.
il for the present.
to Alice Southworth. Untl May, from Presque Isle Where he has
CLUDED, only___ _____ _ tIM
appetites in the world. He has cheffed at Monte Carlo, at the
LONG COVE
48 GRACE ST.,
KOCKLANI)
Mi Elizabeth Gilstrap who has
1937. at the time of his retirement been engaged in picking potatoes.
Troeadero in Paris and the RitzCarlton in London. Now he ove»
TEL. 19-W
sees the 100 chefs of the Childs Restaurant chain which feed*
Ixei
patient at the Sturdy Hosbecause of ill health, he was attendFive White Oak Grange members
in St. George's 'Church at 3 p. m.
100,000 persons every day.
P‘t in Attleboro, Mass., is at the
ing physician at the Jones Sini- sewed carpet rags Tuesday at the wjn be Evensong and Sermon.

! MISCELLANEOUS !

genuine

STATIONERY

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG
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®SOC* ETY
I The local staff of the Maine Un-|
J employment Compensation Commission kicked up its heels Tuesday night, by attending the harvest supper and social at the North
Whitefield Grange hall. In the
delegation were Mr. and Mrs. J. W. i
Trott, Mrs. Sarah Linnell and Wal- j
lace Burke. Nice time.

EDUCATION DAY AT COLBY
Waterville institution. Prominent
educators from Maine and other
en's Clubs and Colby College will
states will appear on the varied procontinue their pleasant practice of, gram, interspersed with musical
numbers by Colby College and Wa
previous years when on Oct. 12 Eduartists
cation Day will be observed at the Mrs. William Ellingwood of this

Mrs. Grace Strgut and Miss Mar
garet Simmons, who have been
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall have
spending the summer at the Strout as guests Mr. Hall’s brother, Artell
farm in Jefferson, have returned Hall, and Mrs. Hall, of Alberta,
to the Simmons home on Masonic Canada.
street.
Souvenir postcards from the city
Members of Charity Club motored of Quebec, signed “The Ulmers” told
to Camden. Thursday, for 1 o’clock that Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr.,
luncheon at Green Gables and an were including that famous resort in
afternoon of contract.
their vacation itinerary.
Mrs. A. B. Norton has been called i Charles W. Littlefield of Mont-i
to Steuben by the serious illness of | clair, N. J., and New York visited
her sister, Mrs. Flora Johnson.
| his former Rockland home Thurs
day on business.
T. and E. Club met this week for
sewing and luncheon at the home
Miss Dorothy Vose gave a surprise
of Mrs. Henry Jordan, Warren shower last night at the residence
street.
of Mrs. Susie Davis in honor of Mrs
Ruth Benner. Singing, dancing
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey C. Pease and and a general good time were in
son Alan of Wiscasset, spent Wed order. Those present were Mrs
nesday with her parents, Mr. and Nora Benner and sons Everett and
Mrs. Simon D. Crosby at The High Milton, Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Lamb
lands.
Edward Vose, Mrs. Lydia Storer,
William Butman, Fred Haney, Rob
Mrs. E. H. Philbrick has as guest ert Hussy, Miss Evelyn Morse, Ida
her brother, J. Bird Brown of Payson and Alfred Benner of Rock
Week’s Mills.
land; Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose, and
Mr. and Mrs. “Tip’’ Smith and
Mrs. Herbert Black entertained
daughter Virginia of Thomaston
X.CS. Club Thursday night, a tack
ing bee occupying the greater part
Changing their vacation travels
of the evening. Tlie hostess served
northward from the devastated hur
luncheon.'
ricane region in Rhode Island. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beauvais and Mildred Chandler and Miss Lucinda
daughter Lucille, and Mrs. Ovila Young write from Woodwstock, N.
Legault of Montreal, are guests of B, expressing their pleasure at
Mrs. Stephen Brault and Mr and viewing potato fields and “unmuti
lated lands” in pleasant contrast to
Mrs. Aime Beaudoin.
flooded areas
Mrs. E. C. Grant left Friday for
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis. Mr.
Hyannis, Mass., to make an extend
ed visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles and Mrs. Oliver Lovejoy, and Miss
Margaret Stahl entertained 41 i
Proctor, formerly of this city.
members of Mrs. E. F. Glover's I
Supt. Charles E. Lord of Camden class with their husbands at “Trial
motored to Portland today, and on Mark Farm,” Owl’s Head, Thurs
his return will be accompanied by day night. One of the “snack sup
his daughter, Miss Dorothy Lord pers" for which the class is famous
and Miss Joan Bird of Camden, was served at 6.30, after which con
and the Misses Madeline and Alice tract, 63, beano and flinch were
Baum, all students at Westbrook played. The evening closed with
Junior College. They will remain the usual class-sing, John B. Rob
for the Columbus Day vacation.
inson wielding the tuning-fork. A
gorgeous sunset and a .beautiful full
T Club members were guests of moon added to the attractions of
Mrs. Edna Robbins last night at her the occasion.
Lake Meguntlcook cottage, where
picnic supper and social time were
Mrs. Vernal Chapman has re
enjoyed, t
turned from Philadelphia, attend

Freeman Peaslee was a recent
visitor in Waldoboro, where he was
the guest of his daughter. Mrs
Kenneth Elwell.

Mrs. Keryn ap Rice was hostess
this week at the first study group
meeting of the Rockland League of
Women Voters, when a division
outline for study purposes was
made. The second study period will
be held at Mrs. Rice's home 25
Maple street next Wednesday, at
230 for a discussion on “Federal Aid
to Education.” All members inter
ested in this subect are welcome.
Mrs. Olive F. Levensaler who has
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S
W. Delano has returned to Medford,
Mass.

Emilien Cormier and son Ernest
of New Bedford, and Mrs. Dina He
bert and Mrs. Sylvia Bernard of
Moncton. N. B., were guests this
week of Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Cor
mier, Crescent street.
George Price of Milford, Mass.,
arrived yesterday, called by the
serious illness of his brother. Edwin
U. Price.

Mrs. Jane P. White has moved to
the Dr. Armstrong house, 09 Union
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lindsey and
infant daughter Margaret and Mrs.
Harold Doak and infant daughter
Mary motored to the Desert of
Maine Tuesday and on their re
turn stopped in Wiscasset that Mrs.
Doak could visit her son, George,
who is staying with his aunt and
uncle Mr. and Mrs. John C. Minott.

Mrs. Annie Follett and Mrs. Irene
Winslow entertained members of
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. at their
home in Montville Tuesday. Fish
. chowder was served, together with
other dishes for which the Daugh
ters are famous. Transportation
was furnished by Mrs. Carrie House
and Mrs. Carrie Brown ‘and was
ably cared for by Maude Cables.
Others of the party were Josephine
Lothrop, Lizzie French, Allie Black
ington, Susie Karl, Mary Brewster,
Lena Rokes, Mary Cooper, Bessie
Haraden and Maude Cables. All
reported a very happy time.
Cruises arranged, steamship tick
ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel
1060-J, Rocklad
I6-8-tf

The Maine Federation of Wom

city, chairman of the department
of education for the Federation
and Dr. Franklin W. Johnson, presi
dent of the college have co-operated
in arranging the event to which
some 300 attendance are expected.
Mrs. Ellingwood will preside.

MAINE FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
COLBY COLLEGE, WATERVILLE
October 12, 1938

Theme1—Character Education
MORNING SESSION 10A- -M

Edward E. Roderick
Deputy Commissioner of Education

Greeting from lhe State Department of Education

Response

Mrs. .Maude Clark Gay
President, Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs

...........

M iss Ann Bouchard

M uiic—Vocal Selection

Mrs. Noel C. Little
President, Maine Congress of Parents and Teachers

“Stylus Not Styles for Character Malting,”

Franklin W. Johnson, President, Colby College

“Can Honesty he Taught,”

.Arthur Harlow

Music—Trombone Solo

Everett V. Perkins, Principal, Cony High School

“The Mind of Youth"

(ill One o'clock luncheon will he served al I'oss Hall)

AFTERNOON SESSION 2.3(1 P. M.
Class of '40 Quartet, Colby College

•Music—"Bright Stars Do Shine,” Negro Spiritual
“Helping the Children to Find ’Themselves”

Charles W. Atchley,
Judge of Municipal Court, Waterville

Alfred M. McCoy, Assistant Professor, Colby College

“Athletic Values,

"Character in Action”

'

Kenneth J. Smith, State Y.M.C.A. Secretary

....

M usic—“Secrets,” Traditional

Class of '4(1 Quartet, Colby College

(cl flee the sestion the clubwomen will he the quests of President and Airs. Johnson at their home,
33 College .7venue)
•Halsey A. Frederick, Jr.
Conrad W. Swift
Buell (). Merrill
Spencer H. Winsor

First Tenor
Second Tenor
Baritone
B.

Tlie Wednesday Evening Club was
At the party to be given Wed!
entertained by Mrs. D. L. McCarty, nesday night by the Womens Asso. ,
. ,,. .
..
ciation of the Congregational
prizes being won by Miss Anne |Mc- _
,
Church, there will be music by the
Laughlin. Mrs. J. F. Burgess, and choir and other entertainment. It *----------------------- ~
Mrs. Gregory Wynne. Mrs Wynne, lg hoped all members of the parish Do You Know That:
The thin, paper-like covering or
will attend.
won the trave!ing prize
, “Fell'' on a roast of lamb should
| not be removed? This is contrary
| to general opinion, as the thought
has been that this “PeU” affects the
flavor of the meat. As a matter of
, fact, it in no way affects the flavor,
I
BOB MILLER, A.S.C.A.P.
i but rather helps the roast to keep
I its shape and cook faster.
Hill Billy Song Specialist
Thorough chilling of canned fruit
takes it out of the commonplace as
a dessert and lifts it into a new
sphere Keep a couple of different
kinds stored on the back of thc
shelves, or pour the contents of a
can into a freezing tray whLe pre
ing, while there, the graduation of
paring a meal, and it will be icy
her daughter, Miss Esther Chap
cold by the time you are ready to
man at the Methodist Episcopal
serve it as a dessert.
Hospital. The exercises were un
Certain fruits including melons
usually interesting, the class of 1938
and pineapple, unless wrapped may
numbering 19.
flavor ice cubes and butter in a re
frigerator. We suggest placing them
Samuel E. Rich of Isle au Haut
j in paper bags, or waxed paper to
is very 111 in Knox Hospital. Mrs.
seal in odors.
Rich and Ava Rich are guests of
To get ice cubes released quickly
Addie Rogers at 23 Spruce street,
from your trays, run a little hot
during his stay in the hospital.
water over both the top and bot
tom of the tray. Ice will fall out
The Ladies' 'Aid of Littlefield Me
in a jiffy.
morial Church was entertained I
To segment oranges and grape
Wednesday night at the home of
fruit for a salad more easily, place
Mrs. Harry Chase. During the
the fruit in boiling water for three
business session, these officers were
minutes. Then cut a piece from
elected: President, Mrs. Christine
the top of the fruit with a sharp
Dorman; first vice president, Mrs.
knife and pare as you would an
Katherine Gregory; second vice
apple. The outside membrane pulls
president, Mrs. Lillian Lord; secre
away with the rind.
tary, Mrs. Edna Griffin; assistant
As a change from cheese stuffed
secretary, Mrs. Berla Wixson;
'
celery,
you may use a mixture of
treasurer. Mrs. Maggie Farnham;
1 peanut butter and raw shredded
work committee. Mrs. Lillian Lord
carrot, or shredded carrot with
and Mrs. Vivian Lord.
drained crushed pineapple, a drop
greatest for this type of song, but
By Daniel I. McNamara
tn the large. cities these records ‘of onion and a little thick mayon
Mrs. Howard Chase and Miss
soon became big sellers. Miller's
naise.
Dorothy Lawry gave a bridge
E holds degrees in music from penchant for telling current hap
Coffee bags which are used in
shower Thursday night, at the for
two conservatories. Composer penings in original song creations
'
glass
coffee makers may be kept
gave him a field almost to himself
and author, he has made brilliant
mer's home on Broad street, with
fresh for a long time if they are
Mrs. Gertrude Blackington Moffitt arrangements in symphonic propor among songwriters.
tions. He is a piano virtuoso and
To keep pace with the demand
kept in a Jar of water in the elecand Mrs. Faye Hodgkins Winslow as versatile instrumentalist. But tran
for new hill billy songs, be turned
trict refrigerator between uses.
honor guests. Mrs. Winslow was scending all his musical accom them out so rapidly that he became
When you use backing powder
presented with useful kitchen arti plishments is Bob Miller’s mastery kjiown among music publishers as
of
the
distinctively
American
musi

the
one-man
music
factory.
Fre

biscuit
dough as a cover on your
cles and Mrs. Moffitt was given a cal idiom, the hill billy song.
quently he composed at a few
meat pie, mix 1(4 to 2 teaspoons of
table. Honors at cards went to
Miller is composer of an incredi hours' notice three or four songs
Miss Mary Lawry, Mrs. Thomas bly large number of these moun which he telephoned from Mem poultry seasoning with the flour
baking powder and salt of your bis
Sweeney and Miss Pat Thompson. taineer ballads. Because no one phis to the recording studios in
cuit recipe. This makes a delicious
Others present were Mrs. Gordon would believe one person could New York
write so many, he uses a dozen
Miller became permanently estab addition.
DeWolfe, Mrs. Edward Barnard, pseudonyms covering various types lished in New York City in 1922,
When grinding raisins for a cake,
Miss Anne Anderson, Mrs. Howe of songs. Vasca Suede, Shelby and now for a dozen years has con
try rinsing them first in boiling
Glover, Miss Alice Hodgkins, Miss Darnell, Trebor, Rellim, Elli Divina, ducted his own publishing house.
A. J. Adams, Bob Ferguson, Law
has produced about two score water and then in cold. This will
Joan Moulaison, Miss Marion Mul rence Miller, Bob Kackley, Dinny He
books of his original song crea
len, Miss Mildred Sweeeny, Mrs. Dimes, Lawrence Wilson, Inky tions and several hundred records keep them from sticking in your
food grinder.
Samuel Dow. and Mrs. Nelson Glid Hucklenutt —all these personages cf his songs have been made.
disclosed in the records of the
Keep a folded dish cloth wrung
Miller describes hill billy songs
den. Luncheon was served after are
American Society of Composers, as spontaneous music of simple
from
warm, soapy water on your
the bridge game.
.
Authors and Publishers to be the folks. At their best they voice the
same Bob Miller whose “ 'Leven two extremes of emotion, happi range when cooking, to wipe up
A happy time was enjoyed last Cent Cotton, Forty Cent Meat," now ness and grief. The simplicity of spatterings as soon as they occur.
nine years old, Is one of the great Stephen Foster's works is of the
Do this and your range will always
night when Donald Clark enter est record sellers in history.
nature of the genuine hill billy
tained at his home on Orient street
Miller was born in a suburb of school of song, Miller explains, but look bright and new.
The porcelain enamel oven lining
at a Hallowe'en party, in honor of
Memphis. Tenn.. September 20, Foster was a trained musician
1895, in the heart of the hill billy whose reverence for musical form t is easily cleaned with a cloth wrung
Raymond Rogers' 11th birthday an
country A natural pianist, he be estopped the use of non-conforming from w
water,
niversary. Decorations were cat o’
came a runaway orphan, worked meter and tempo characteristic of |
,
,
,
,
nine tads and Jack o' lanterns.
his way around the country play most hill billy songs.
both units and racks. Charred food
ing piano. Relatives and friends
Birthday cake, hot chocolate, pop
Miller as an authority on hill j may be removed by gentle rubbing
Induced the adventurous youngster billy song ofton is asked to trace with fine steel wool. Cleaning ls
corn and candy featured on the
to complete his formal musical origins of ancient songs, and not
menu. Peter Sulides won the prize
education at Memphis and Chicago Infrequently he encounters songs ol easiest when oven is slightly warm
Conservatories, but his schooling his own composition which hava
for pinning the tongue on the jack
was Interrupted by theatrical en found their way into the moun
o’ lantern. Guests were David JNewgagements and a brief foray into tains, there to be “discovered” by
comb, Dale Lindsey, Curtis Lind
the prize ring.
students and brought to him as
sey, Oscar Fline, Donald Snowman,
His first bid for national fame sterling examples of early Ameri
fame with the phonograph record cana.
Raymond Rogers, Donald Clark.
Miller's current work is the man
ings of his unique Memphis musical
Lewis Leach, Peter Sulides, John
organization. Bob Miller's Steamer agement of his publishing house.
Sulides, Sumner Archer and Donald
Idlewild Orchestra. Not only In tho He is content now to turn out a
Clark's sister, Gail.
rural districts where the market is mere hundred songs a year!

HOME SERVICE
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How ‘Uncle Sam' Started
During the War of 1812 the gov
ernment contracted with a certain
Elbert Anderson to provision troops,
and the casks of beef from his firm
were stamped with the letters "U.
S." A jovial inspector, Samuel Wil
son, was known as Uncle Sam, and
when questioned about the letters
“E. A.—U. S.” on the goods replied
that they meant “Elbert Anderson
and Uncle Sam.” The story was
given wide circulation and "U. S."
soon came to mean “Uncle Sam.”
The first newspaper cartoon of Un
cle Sam appeared in the New York
Lantern on March 13, 1852, F. Eellew being the artist.
Deep Sea Fish Carry Lights
Fish that live in the dark depths of
the ocean need some sort of lighting
effects, and Nature has certainly
done them proud. For instance,
says Tit-Bits Magazine, the small
shark lives at a depth of 9,000 feet,
and finds its food on the ocean bed.
It has lights on the under side of its
body, so that it can see what it is
eating.

‘Don’t Give Up the Ship*
Capt. James Lawrence, in com
mand of the frigate Chesapeake, en
gaged the British ship Shannon off
Boston Harbor on June 1, 1813. The
Chesapeake was defeated and Law
rence was mortally wounded. As he
lay dying, he said: “Tell the men to
fire faster and not to give up the
ship; fight her till she sinks.” He
died four days later, on June 5, 1813.
Music Used as Cure
People once believed that the only
cure for the bite of the large hairy
spider called the tarantula was live
ly music to which the victim would
dance until he fell exhausted. From
this belief came the name “taran- |
tella” applied to a speedy Italian
dance in which the tempo increases
until the end.

Why You Say ‘Hullo’
When you shout “Hullo!” you are
really saying "A loup!” the warning
cry given by forest residents in the
old days, and equivalent to “Wolf!”
It is said that “Halloup” survives
in Chamwood forest, England, as a
hailing term. If you repeat "A
loup!" pronounced "Ah loo!” quick
ly you will see how "Hullo” arose.

SEND THEM TO

We are rightly proud of our work.

not only clean your clothes thoroughly

but also know how to restore the original

color, appearance and feel of the fabric.

LAMB’S

CLEANING

Museum Named ‘Victory’
A museum which takes its name.
"Victory,” from the name of Lord
Nelson's flagship at Trafalgar, is
operated at Portsmouth. Among
the exhibits are Nelson's death
mask and the original scale model
of the Victory.

121‘lt

FALL SPECIAL

KEG. $5.00 PERMANENT WAVES

$3.00
REG. $7.00 PERMANENT WAVES
Specially designed for the new “push up"
Coiffure

$5.00
All permanent waving and styling done by
Al personally

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMIQUE THEATRE
CAMDEN, MAINE

SUNDAY-MONDAY, OCT. 9-10

Early Name for Cincinnati
Losantiville was the name origi
nally given to the settlement which
is now Cincinnati, Ohio, by its found
ers, who had purchased land from
the Scioto company in 1788. The
name was changed in 1790.
One Form of Indian Torture
One form of torture practiced by
the Indians consisted of sticking
sharp, short splinters all over the
body of a man tied to the stake.
Then they would set fire to the splin
ters.

An Honest and Free Ms.
He who cannot wish that thc whole
world may think and act like him
self, he has no right to call him
self an honest and free man.—Auer
bach.
Koh-i-nor Existed in 1304
The famous diamond, the Koh-inor (mound of light), the private
property of the British royal family,
is known to have existed in India
in the year 1304.

DYEING

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Meadowlark Farmers’ Friend
The meadowlark is the farmers'
friend. Living near the ground as
it does, it attacks most of the in
sect enemies of the crops. Its food
is made up chiefly of insects, a
smaller amount of weed seeds and
some grain. The grain, however, is
eaten in the late fall and early in
the spring when insects are scarce.

Fine Ancient Picture
The so-called "Aldobradine Nup
tials" in Rome is said to be one of
the finest ancient pictures in exis
tence. Dating from the Augustan
period, it is a copy of a Greek pic
ture of about 400 B. C., and was
found about 300 years ago.

We

tltc**

SHOWS AT 2.C3. 7.03 AND 8.30

READ THE ADS
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WATTS HALL

THE TIMES /

THOMASTON

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
OCTOBER 6, 7. 8

Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. J
TWO GRANO STARS Will

First Settlement at Rio de Janeiro (STORM YOUR HSARTl
The first settlement at Rio de
Janeiro was made by the French In Bn WJHWMHMRsMS
Hailed as the
1555.
"Captains
Courageous" ■
Cannot Trace First Use of Salt
Salt has been used as a seasoning 'of 1938!
for food for so long that histo
rians cannot trace its first use.

ltrt^DAPfNG

Switzerland's Largest River
The largest river entirely within
Switzerland is the Aar. It is 181
miles long.
No Change in Pierce's Cabinet
Franklin Pierce was the only
President who completed his term
without a change in his cabinet.
Cobra Spits Out Poieon
A spitting cobra can project poi
son far beyond its striking distance.

Andrew Rikila’s
New Shoe Repairing Shop
is at 299 Main St.
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
13Stf

’ CXl^AT101’*1'

I

! ;

Tht picture

jt , j

U /

The THRILL.

S’ '

J< i L.ftumt/

The Picture That Has Taken
Maine By Storm
121‘lt

Adenoids Halt Chest Development
Adenoids, by blocking the airway,
prevent proper development of the
chest.
Pressure anil Atmosphere
From the standpoint of meteorology, pressure is the most funda
mental properly of the atmosphere.

;

IBi.CYii
ROONEY
MICKSY

•erejaiaiaizfzigferaaraajzrazn

1

Monday-T uesday
MADGE EVANS
PRESTON FOSTER ,

*★*

ARMY GIRL

with

Henry
Leslie
Gent
HULL • FENTON • REVNOLOS
Directed by Norman Towroe

NOW PLAYING
“BREAKING THE ICE”
with
HOEBY TRI'EN, IRENE DARE

Rockland

Tel. 892

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

|

with
II. B. WARNER
JAMES GLEASON

TODAY
GENE Al'TRY in
“THE MELODY TRAIL”

PARK

Every-Other-Day
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Students Of Old
(Continued from Page One)
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E. S. N. S. Pilgrimage

English Oysters

Castine Senior Group Now
Sees Maine Through New
Eyes

Will Be Given Chance To
Thrive On Maine Flats,
At Southport

THE LYRIC MUSE

| Dizer. Thomaston; W. H. Decrow,
Camden.
L. O. Teel; Martha C. Wight; W
Mu;
M. Steward, Corlnna; Austlne Mar
tin; Edwin S. Watts, Thomaston:
Miss E. S. Colson. Boston; Lucy L.
Publication Limited to Brief
Bow; John Meagher. Blaine; Stella
Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Pdems
J. Pottle, South Montville; Annie P
of Original Composition
, Wight; Justin S. Hopkins. Vinal
By Subscribers
new to offer, like Hindemiths opera.! Hayen; p B Hatch. Qtls Hatch; w
Furthermore, it should have some J. Fernald; Edwin S. Watts. Thom »/♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦++♦+♦■!•++♦+♦♦♦
thing greater in view than the at aston; W. K Porter; Floretta C
THE GARTHGANNON SCHOOL
traction of a moneyed snobocracy. Biown. Pulpit Harbor; Thomas
|For The Courler-Oazette)

Co-operating with William Ray
The Senior Maine History Class
left ES.NS. campus, Castine
of Southport the Department of
Thursday afternoon and went first
Sea and Shore Fisheries is conduct
to the paper mill at Bucksport, They
ing an interesting experiment in the
later visited to Fort Knox and then
propagation of oysters. Commis
the
Alumni
Camps
at
Sandy
Point,
When the famed Don Cossacks
sioner Greenleaf, said Wednesday,
where
they
spent
the
night.
On
appear in their 14th Symphony Hall
that three acres of "likely" flats
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
Friday, early, they were being shown
(Boston) concert tomorrow after
had been set aside for this work In
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
over
the
Belfast
shoe
factory.
In
noon, the members will appear on
Southport
Gut v>d that Mr. Ray,
many
lonely
outposts
along
Maine's
waterfront.
that city they viewed some of the
the stage hatless. It seems that
know this school full weB:
Dermot. Jr.; W H. Thomas; Wiliam TWhere
a recognized student and authority
AUTUMN
tenderness
and
mercy
dwell,
old
historic
houses.
Rockland
was
the traditional high conical Astra
tie >ns dormsnt watchword stands
on oysters was financing ajid super
summer time Is over and the Wallace. Springfield.
For infinite patience In all demands the next objective and The Courierkhan hats the chorus used to wear Now the
autumn day are here.
L. H. Snow; C B. Averill; Kittle That
SEA TOWN
vising the work.
Kinney,
daughter
Corinne
and
son
come
from
the
clouded
minds.
for concert appearances proved a The richest, rarest, ripest days through Nixon; Clara W. Gregory; Carrie Whose sensitive haarts lack wisdoms Gazette office the point of interest.
In this «alt-weathered town the men
Robert of Lisbon Falls.
Seed oysters of the English vaall the whole long year.
ways.
That
visit
has
already
been
de

little too popular with Don Cossack For October's skies are bluer than the A. Robinson. Union; Dell H. Files;
Have quiet and sea-colored eyes.
With
co-ordination
let:
from
out
their
R.
F.
Sterling
is
still
on
vacation.
1
riety
have been planted in the fla's
They
know
the
gust,
the
scud
of
cloud.
skies of any June.
scribed in a recent issue of that
fans who seized upon them in the And the
days
The tattered signals of the skies.
earth is brimmed with beauty Benjamin F Copeland. Thomaston;
He and his family were guests at Sea and Shore wardens will police
newspaper.
It
certainly
proved
a
dressing rooms and wings and car There0.” not’thTs'.mp’V«m«ess as in Frank A Miller. East BIuehilR Eva Little ones and large assembled
know the slant of homing miasts dinner last Saturday at the home of the area to prevent it from being
most interesting aand instructive They
ried them off as souvenirs.
Against the squall, against the light;
summer’s robe of ween.
Fanand; Inez B. Kennedy. East With eager eyes and watchful ever
W. C. Dowtin Portland. Sunday molested.
They
read the signature of stars
experience from the viewpoint of
colors, bright and vivid, sparkle
„
,
_
It is said that many letters come Fcr gay
Upon the wheeling chart at night.
in the harvest scene
Jefferson; Alice Benner; Jennie In their fog-bound Journey loanung.
they were joined by Arthur Harlow.
Mr. Ray believes that it is possible
the
students,
The
linotype
slugs.
to the manager of this organization
Rich; L. J. Lermond. Appleton;
and
went
on
a
trip
to
the
White
to
develop a commercial oyster flshAlong
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Now
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grandest
artist
with
which they were given as souvenirs
Patient teachers, gentle nurses.
each year protesting that the uni
They go—the calm, sea-hungry men. Mcuntains. They went Monday to ery on the Maine coast providing
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have
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form the singers wear is not strict Has splashed the lanes and woodland Carrie Leadbetter. Pulpit Harbor; To open vistas through constant urg
And bea; Into the wind again.
Danvers. Mass., where they have the right variety is used and has of
with the tints of sunset skies
ing:
A picnic lunch was eaten in Mrs.
- Frances Frost
ly "according to Hoyle." "Why do From the hickories and hazels gleams George Hall; William Pratt; Albert j Searching
for some spark of fire
been guests of Mrs. Sarah Webster fered Commissioner Greenleaf the
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cf
glowing
crimson
shine.
Carl Chaple's hospitable home after
the Don Cossacks wear black tu And the grapes are deepest purple n
v it I To burn with gentle heart s desire.
B. Shuman, John Ranlett, E. E ,
glven them beauty and Joy entire which they went on for a visit to
and son Edgar for the week,
full benefit of his experience and
hanging heavy on the vine
nics." hundreds of fans inquire,
research in carrying on experiments.
There the sassafras and sweet-gum Boynton; Wilmer J. Jones; Joseph Flowers, gardens, lawns, and boating. the State Prison. Warden Welch
Saddleback
Ledge
“when olive green and sapphire blue
flaunt a flag of scarlet hue.
Ingraham; Casalena M Sleeper.
Swimming, dancing, singing, playing
Superintendents' Conference
Greenleaf said that if the Souththe ragged wayside weedllngs
himself took them around the
Hello, everyone! We are still
are the traditional Cossack colors? ’ And blossom
Games and festivals of mirth—
out In tender blue
Herman
M. Ingalls of Portland, port propagation is successful he
These are taugh: with infinite skill
prison and was very kind about an above water, but do not know how
The answer is simple—since the
the weary, restless yearning
will attempt similar activity in other
F. L. Crie. Matinicus; Flora H To
carpet soft. Is turning Just
In this school for the retarded ln learn swering their many questions. They long we shall toe. as the additional superintendent of the Maine-New
press of their concert schedule re AU earth's
to ma'ch the russet brown
Hurley; Lizzie A Walsh; A W.j
localities.
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that
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and
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keeper
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is
like

quires the singers to appear in a
from the waving branches down
Shell heaps and historians pre
rived In Washington Thursday for a
of this work had e’er been the prison and at the prison shop ly to guttle her any minute.
different city almost every night in But there Is no somber sadness ln this Bradford. Vinal Haven; Walter A Naught
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sign
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Until a noble hearted soul
the year, the chorus does not have For the year Is brave, triumphant In
Mr. Osgood came 'here Sept. 19
don; Henry C. Thompson. Thomas Remembered the Sarlour's message:
Beautiful Montpelier came next from Mark Island, Mr. Alley, the house superintendents of the coun abundant along the coast many
the glory of her wage.
time to send uniforms to the clean
"Inasmuch
as
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hgle
done
It
unto
Though her days are growing briefer ton; Mrs. Joanna Smith. Thomas One of the least of these."
years ago .It is believed that some
try.
They were so charmed with the
ers. and have adopted the black
and her nights hold hint of cold
And fal'hful to this trust, the valiant place and also with Mrs. Creighton, first assstant going to his home in
great physical change in water tem
ton;
Mary
P.
Ames.
Jefferson;
L.
Mr.
Ingalls
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the
longest
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Yet
from
every
tree
and
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shines
tunic as a practical measure.
band
Beals Island.
her wondrous wealth of gold
ice record—45 years, five others perature or other natural causes
J. Hills. Warren; Cornelia M Hil Still carry worthily this school ln hand; the hostess, that it was hard for
prove the Doctrine of Divine Love
B. E. Stewart, the second assist have 40 years. The average service destroyed the beds.
As the Master decks the woodland with liard. Old Town; James Murphy; And
them to tear themselves away. They
Is not of earth, but from above
Charpentier's opera “Louise" is
such beauty near the end.
ant. arrived Sept. 25 from the Ma is 33 years; the youngest, in point
Although there has been no com
Tyler
Whitmore;
Willie
D.
Conary;
!
were finally consoled by the fact
He not. to Hls dear children.
K S. F.
to be filmed, starring Grace Moore. Will richer,
rine Hospital in Portland. He still of service is 21 years.
rarer garments lend?
Rockland
mercial fishery in recent years small
Lizzie Henderson. South Thomaston;
that
they
could
return
and
bring
A French company has been formed In a radiant coat of colors will He robe
has a list to port and It will likely
The conferencse will deal with beds have been reported along the
J. P Thomas; Charles F. Ingra
the ripened soul.
It K W It
other friends who nad never visited
to produce this picture which start And In every rent or wrinkle place a
be a long time yet before he is on an technical and administrative pro coast but the Department of Fish
ham;
Ephraim
L.
Harmon.
Millsthe spot.
of wisdom's gold
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ed on Sept. 15 at the Paramount When patch
even keel.
the spring of life Is over and the borough, Del.; Herbert Kennedy;
cedure and everything which might eries has no official records of this.
That night the class spent at
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Studio at Joinville. in the outskirts
summer, too. Is pivst.
The tender Ilex landed here add to the uniformity and efficiency
Mr. Ray states that the English
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Staples.
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—Mary Tarver Carroll
der the personal supervision of the
Just thinking of the home folk
(Montgomery. Ala-. Advertiser)
F Heald; Wilmont Lord; Bernard And the ones you longed (to see?
outside made the inside still cozier kerosene. Previous to that the ents will go Oct. 15 to Cape Henry. abundant along the mid-Atlantic
venerable composer. Gustave CharOr what they might be io 1 rut.
McNamara;
John
McNamara;
Eddie
with com being popped and marsh tender Hibiscus had unloaded 11 Norfolk, to observe tests of new coast and due to its hardiness
The writer of this column had a
If the old town looked the same'’
pentier. The entire score of "Louise"
And wish you might meet someone
F.
Glover;
Charles
Derby;
Chloe
S
mallows toasted in the large fire tons of coal and a small quantity of types of fog signal apparatus.— should stand a better chance of
will be used, and there will be 50 delightful visit with William Harms
That could call you by your name?
From Portland Press Herald.
gaining a foothold in the cooler
Dunton; Julia F. Hall: Lynda F Then pausing fdr a paper
place. while others played cards wood.
minutes of singing, the balance of at his Rockport summer home just
waters of the Maine seaboard —By
Blake; Edwin H. Crie; Clarence In your wanderings up and down.
A
W.
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keeper
of
Heron
and
still
others
took
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at
the
You found the one yog longed fro
the score being utilized for back before that gifted young pianist left
Dick Reed of the Maine Develop
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It
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happy
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ment Commission.
i to take up concert duties and teach- van; Linnie Cunningham; Emma Now didn't you feel happy.
with
Dr.
R.
L.
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Again
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after
"Louise” will be the most expen
Church Notes
Frchock; Elmer Davis; Walter Ful As ln fact you were Indeed
ing
for
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season.
Mr.
cently.
Dreading
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ordeal,
he
put
viewing
the
old
German
Church
sive production ever made in
While you hurried back to your hotel.
"The Static or Dynamic Church"
ler; A C. Dunton; Ella M. Colla Its every word «o read
in Waldoboro went on to Pemaquid it off till the last moment and then
France, and the first one to use an Harms, who devotedly loves Mam",
It seemed as thou eh a friend had come
will be the subject of the sermon by '
more;
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Hall;
E.
K.
Gould;
made
a
dash
from
the
Light
to
his
Light
via
New
Haibor.
stopping
on
To visit you awhile.
American star.
The composer. purchased a permanent summer
I’LL TALK FOR MYSELF
Jennie P Norton. Matinicus; Clari- And left you with such pleasant the way at various points of in boat. In his hurry, having his mind Pastor Smith at the Church on the
Charpentier, selected Miss Moore, home in 1937. a nice old house near
thoughts
JUST GIVE ME THE I
Hill Sunday at 10.30. Mrs. Lee An
bel Gray Belfast; Leona E Ross; Your frown turned to a ‘mile.
on
his
teeth,
he
did
not
quite
make
terests.
Pemaquid
Port
was
closed
whom he has known since she was the Capt. Eells Boat Bam. It has
sure that all agree with me
John T. Landers. Hurricane Island I'm
! for the season but for them a special the boat but slid from the rocks drews will sing.
No matter where you roam
a student in Paris and studied the large airy rooms, particularly the
The Bible School under the di- i
There's nothing pleases better
trip over it was made by the care overboard and had to fare back to
DESK TEST!
role with him.
J living room and dining room, and
Than the paper that's from home
the Light for a change of clothes, rection of Supt. David Sivewright
taker.
Prank
Packard;
Harry
F.
Roberts:
• • • •
| an exquisite winding stairway leadRose B Hupper
A brief stop was made at one of finally arriving at the doctor's Sr. has resumed full activities .and
Tenants Harbor
Lawrence Gilman s notes of the j Ing to a large upper hall. Already C. C. Tibbetts; Warren Staples; H
the
girls' homes, in Gardiner, then office in his best trousers and new with a call to rallying the former |
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New York Philharmonic-Symphonv : Mr. Harms artistic taste is begin- D. Achorn; Edward ONell; Ralph
class members is on the climb for
they went on to Augusta. Although shoes.
Hamor.
Bar
Harbor;
Howard
Tobey.
concerts are to be transcribed into ning to show in the development—
FOOLISH BIRDS
greater attendance and study. All
it was Saturday afternoon, through
Mrs. A F. Osgood. Mr. and Mrs.
Braille to aid sightless listeners of especially in curtains and hangings, Bar Harbor; Jennie Rich; W P
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.; special permission they were shown Clyde F. Orcutt. Mr and Mrs. Ern officers and teachers of the Bible (
Barrett.
Philadelphia;
Theresa
the orchestra's programs. Numer- pictures, furniture arrangement,
You greedy grosbeaks eating all my
over the beautiful Blaine Mansion est Wickerson. Minnie Pelkey and School are to imeet at the church j
peas
ous requests for such a book had color combinations, etc. He has a Hanley; C. S. Roberts; A. J. Bird; Why don't
you stay up longer ln the and had also special consideration
parlor next Thursday for confer
U.
8.
Bird;
N.
S
Blethen.
Frank

Albert S. Osgood recently enjoyed
trees?
been received, and Mrs. Donald M. desire for drop leaf tables and here
ence.
Why don't you leave my* good legumes shown them at the State House
fort;
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Hutchinson;
Nellie
M
a
picnic
dinner
at
the
Light.
Mrs.
Forgan, volunteer director of the and there he has picked up some
alone
The Happy Hour of Music and
Return to Castine was made that Pelkey had a "touch of cold feet”
Owls Head; George Till they are all fUled out and fully
New York Red Cross Chapter, off very good ones, some to be finished Clifford.
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grown?
r.ight.
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felt
that
the
trip
Clough;
George
O.
Ulmer;
John
when it was her turn to come ashore
ered its facilities to transcribe, print yet. Mr Harms' summer evidently
bigger food had been most interesting and in the “bos'n chair." but she was o'clock, for informal fellowship
You then would get
and bind the program notes. (The has done him worlds of good, for he Saunders; E. S. Carpenter. Bar
i svtpply.
singing. "What is that in thine
• Try an Easy-Writing Royal in
Chapter maintains a Braille serv- i has never looked so well, and judg- Harbor; Walter Hall; Charles S The product of my work would amplify profitable. They have felt very , f jna)iy taken in the Station pea pod hand" will be the subject of the
your own office. See why its pop
Gardiner;
F.
H.
Snow.
Y0U rknow 84 ,00ll8h as 5ome Io'fci 1; giateful to so many people every
and
landed
very
carefully
on
the
ice.) The book will comprise 100 ing from his conversation he is repastor.
ularity is increasing so rapidly.
Willie Clark; William S. Watts. Whose depredations cause their neigh-; Where who seemed to want to do boat slip by the skipper.
Brailled pages, produced from plates turning to winter activities with
A series of classes for the study
bore wot.
j everything possible to help In makThomaston;
G.
W.
Turner.
Vlhal
Ernest and Seth Norwood who of the Epistle of Paul to the Ro ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
by chapter volunteers who plan to enthusiasm and happiness. In adThey cannot watt to earn their dally Ing the trip a great success
were recently on a fishing trip with mans was begun Wednesday. All 78 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
issue the volume this autumn. Dis- dition to his study with Josef Hof- Haven; F S Carver. Vinal Haven:
bread
Telephone 3-0636
work and business but In
Orris Norwood called at the Light are Invited to attend these studies
tribution will be made through the mann. teaching at Curtis Institute Louis Blackington; Helene Clark; By honest
stead
Nettie
Clark;
J.
Edwin
Frohock;
They lie. defraud, they swindle, steal
and left us clams and six quarts of at 7 o'clock each Wednesday.
chapter, the Philharmonic-Sym- of Music and in one other school
and cheat
phony Society and through public (whose name escapes me just now), Maw Wiggin; Gussie Jackson; In order to obtain the food they ea.'
fine milk.
<
libraries.
: he has many concert engagements Harry Jackson; Fred L. Ames; Wil You foolish humans can t you ever see
Fish in this vicinity do not seem
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WORLD'S NO. 1 TYPEWRITER
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| in the offing. His concert work, he lie McDonald. Thomaston; Edward Much better fed and happier you will
to be very hungry. The additional
be
"Fret Not Thyself" will be the
D.
Ames.
Matinicus;
Edward
D
In connection with the Festival commented, has never touched
keeper and I fished for several subject of the pastor of the Baptist
If you take time to reap from life's
rich soli
of Opera of the Zurich Stad-theater Maine, and he has the desire to tour Ells, Bar Harbor; Eugene E. Stod The fruits
hours and caught only four cod. Church at 10.30 Sunday morning.
of
right:
ousness
aud
honest
toU?
which began on May 28 with the the Pine Tree State for which he dard; W. L. Hills, Union; R. H. Rob
Perhaps there was a Jonah in the The Bible School will meet at 1130.
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AUlson M Watts
premiere of Hindemith's "Mathis; has such affection. It has been bins. Union; Wilson Sherman; H
crowd. By the way. the additional The topic "Prevailing Prayer" will
Jamaica. Vt.
A
careful
inspection
of
the
house
E.
Messer.
North
Union;
Edward
E
der Maier," it is of interest to note some time since he has been heard
keeper caught the four fish. Since be the pastor's consideration at the
mm
for fire hazards now may save a
Wlgf?ln: ° H B!eth’
AND SILVER
that shortly after the “Mathis" pre- : in concert in thte 'secUon”and lt|Hahn:
he has been here, he has been con evening service at 7. The prayer
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costly
blaze
some
cold
winter
night.
en;
T.
H.
Donahue;
I.
J.
Gray;
Clarence
E. Daniels
miere a noteworthy address of in would seem such a tour might meet
tinually reading detective stories. service this week will be suspend
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Be sure to check the chimney and
Ernest A. Young. Matinicus; Rich
JEWELER
troduction to the festival was de with success.
While he did not land his man, he ed owing to the Lincoln Baptist
370 MAIN ST.
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Brilliant leaves dancing
flues, common causes of prevent
ard H. Rice; Flora Hurley; Fred
livered by Dr. Franz W. Beldler.
‘did land his fish.
In quick tempo so 'gay.
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Hull;
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E.
Stoddard.
able
fires.
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Richard Wagner s oldest grandson,
The September issue of Musical
Mr. Osgood and I rowed in Sept.
In gorgeous array.
who lives in Zurich. He is the son America carried a review of the
1885
28
for mail and supplies. We had
Leaves of the spring time
A study of farm family medical
of Wagner's daughter. Isolde, who summer activities of The Curtis
Lizzie E Keen; Miss M L. GilThey adorned vine* and trees;
dinner at his home in Vinal Hacosts
show
that
ths
average
amount
And swayed to the rhythm
married the Bayreuth Kapellmeister String Quartet, the article accom chrest; S. B Aylward; William F.
Of the soft summer breeze
spent by U. S. farm families for ven. Returning, we had a fine
Beidler, a native of Switzerland. panied by a picture of the charming Webster; W. A. Prince. Camden; F
medical service each year is $30. breeze and reached the Light In
Strong winds now seize them.
Dr. Beidler does not belong to the sign which directs one to the Quar- O. Clark. Camden; William M. Har
In a firm, close embrace;
Drugs,
health and accident insur- one hour and 15 minutes. That is
And fly off together
Bayreuth circle. What he had to I tet's home, the Captain Eells Boat ris, St. George; F. W. Trowbridge.
In a wild madcap race.
i ance and other closely related costs good time for a pea pod
say ln his lecture about the Zurich ~8" "^p^.
Warren; Ernest L. Tolman; W. C.
Mr. Stewart and the additional
account for an additional $12. ex
Some fall to the earth
Wagner tradition and festivals was
Lenfest. Thomaston; Bennie Hall;
And mix with the clay;
keeper
went ashore this week for
penditure.
Some go with the wlndnew and original and often very
W. F. Perry; Chester Savage; John
Out of sight, far awa.y
the check, mall and supplies. While
bold. He called attention to the
Ackerman; M L. Anderson. Rock
Elizabeth Marsh
A light application of hay—one enroute to town, a rain squall came
revolutionary aspect of Wagner's
Rockland.
port; Georgia Haskell, Camden.
ten or less to the acre—spread even, up and did it rain! They got
work and made the point that a
Fred L Ames; Harry Chapman;
It It R K
ly over blueberry ground as soon as thoroughly drenched.
festival should also have something Registration This Year Is Josie Young; Mary E. Burbank;
BITS OF FUN
I had planned to go to Mark
the leaves turn red is recommended
Third Largest With 683 Clara Chapman; Addle B. Richard
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by the Maine Experiment Station: Island the other day to get my hair
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cut and visit Keeper Robinson but
Rockland. Me.
M. Reilly; Fred Bickmore; Arthur "Jumphe.down. Buddy, a minute." said This makes it possible to get an
company arrived and so I could not
early
burn
next
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The third largest group of new N. Ulmer; Will Sargent; Jennie "I want my glasses: where do you eupEastern Standard Time
make the trip. However. I certain
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cap?
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A. M.
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Doe.
Enfield:
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outside
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are completed, we
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largest in the history of the college.
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